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Humans have the unique ability to produce highly coordinated movements, especially while using both hands to achieve a shared goal. The purpose of this dissertation was to investigate the factors influencing a natural consequence of our motor system – bimanual interference. While the word ‘interference’ often has a negative connotation, interference in the motor system naturally arises from the complex interaction of brain circuitry and anatomical connections and allows motor researchers to explore these systems in detail to provide understanding of how motor information is shared across the brain. In a series of three aims, I investigate possible neural and anatomical mechanisms for interference and frame my interpretation in contemporary theories of volitional motor control.

Previous research has demonstrated that as the force demands for movement increases, interference between the upper extremities during movement increases. This interference likely occurs by neurons communicating across the hemispheres through a process called neural crosstalk. While this is a well-established understanding of how interference arises, it is currently not known whether and to what extent interference is affected by motor adaptation, or short-term learning of new movements. I designed two experiments to test the hypothesis that if interference is mediated by neural crosstalk, and that adaptation increases sensitivity to sensory information, interference will be more robust in participants engaging in an adaptation task in one hand while moving the other hand without visual feedback. I found that participants who adapted did indeed
show more interference, and this increase is likely due to a shared representation of sensory-motor processes between hemispheres.

While the first aim shows adaptation can affect interference via sensory upregulation, my second and third aims attempted to directly test the role adaptation plays in this process. In Aim 2, I designed an experiment to test whether learning can transfer from one hand to the other. Specifically, half of participants performed a reaching task where visual feedback was randomly rotated so that what they saw no longer matched where they reached while the other participants reached normally. Following this, both groups made reaches to a target where visual feedback was rotated by a fixed amount, and I show that participants who previously experienced the random rotations adapted faster. Importantly, my results show that measures targeting feedback processing are transferred more robustly than measures targeting movement planning. Since results from Aim 1 suggest that interference is increased by an upregulation in sensitivity to sensory information, and Aim 2 shows it is mostly the feedback information processing that is shared between limbs, this led me to determine if learning random rotations prior to our interference task can increasing bimanual interference.

Aim 3 addressed this question by first having half of our participants engage in random rotation training, while the others reached normally. We then exposed both groups to the interference task used in Aim 1. We found that participants who learned the random rotation had more interference than those reaching with normal visual feedback during training, especially early in the adaptation process. Taken together, these experiments extend our understanding of bimanual coordination to highlight the importance of learning and adaptation in the communication of motor information between the hemispheres and may help to promote their use in future research and clinical applications.
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The purpose of this dissertation was to investigate interference during bimanual coordination and to what extent adaptation to novel sensorimotor environments enhances this communication. Previously, motor interference has been investigated in continuous movements such as circle drawing or hand waving and isometric force production, but more recently it has been shown in discrete, goal-directed reaching. Early interpretations of motor interference have suggested it is the consequence of increased neural activity in the ipsilateral motor cortex (controlling the contralateral limb) through neural crosstalk. Neural crosstalk is evidenced by increased cortical excitability and decreased inhibition leading to activation of homologous muscles and this can be increased by imposing greater force demands on movement. However, it is not yet known what effect motor adaptation plays in this process, as adaptation has been shown to upregulate sensory feedback gains. Therefore, I designed a series of three aims.

In Aim 1, I conducted two experiments to investigate the role adaptation on motor interference and to determine if increasing the force demands for movement increases interference. Participants performed a bimanual center-out reaching task where one hand either adapted to a fixed rotation in visual feedback (experiment 1) or reached to targets rotated by the opposing amount (experiment 2). I found that as the force demands for reaching increased, so too did interference. Moreover, participants in experiment 1 showed more robust interference than those in experiment 2 suggesting that adaptation may upregulate sensitivity to feedback processing. I discuss the results in the context of the optimal feedback control theory, which
predicts that participants are tuning their sensorimotor system to rely more heavily on feedback information in the face of an unpredictable sensory environment. My next two aims sought to further investigate this possibility by training participants with random rotations to drive the motor system to be even more sensitive to feedback information.

In Aim 2, I had participants engage in structural training. This process confronts participants with random rotations in visual feedback, and previous research has shown they can learn the underlying structure leading to facilitated adaptation. Since these random perturbations should increase participants’ reliance on feedback processes, I hypothesized this might increase interference in our task. But first, I needed to determine if structural learning transferred to the contralateral effector to inform how best to test this hypothesis. In this second aim, participants first learned either random rotations or reached under veridical visual feedback in their right hand. Then, both groups adapted to a fixed rotation in visual feedback in the left hand. I show facilitated adaptation in the structure group, particularly in feedback processes. These results suggest that structural learning generalizes to a contralateral effector, and most importantly sensory upregulation driven by one hand is accessed by the other.

Results for Aim 1 suggest motor adaptation increases interference due to a shared control strategy between limbs, likely due to the upregulation of sensory feedback gains. And in Aim 2, I show structural learning can transfer across effectors, especially feedback processing; therefore, I hypothesized that structural learning can increase bimanual interference. Aim 3 tested this by exposing one group to structural training, while the other received veridical feedback, followed by both groups engaging in the bimanual interference task. I show that structural learners showed more interference than controls. Taken together, this dissertation suggests that motor interference is mediated interhemispheric connections and that adaptation bolsters this communication.
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Imagine a simple task, such as cooking scrambled eggs. One hand must firmly hold the pan still, while the other whisks to prevent the eggs from sticking. The simplicity of this task belies the complexity of control needed to perform asymmetrical actions with the hands. The field of bimanual coordination research attempts to understand the conditions for which independent control of the hands is required to achieve a common goal. Under normal circumstances, humans are adept at producing actions which seem to allow for such independent control; however, certain tasks and conditions can cause a breakdown in tightly coordinated movements. Take for example the childhood game of ‘rubbing your stomach and patting your head’. This is trivial when performed slowly, but as the frequency of each movement increases, performers often experience instability in their actions. More seriously, however, are neurological conditions such as Parkinson’s disease which can produce unwanted movement in one limb, while the other produces volitional movement (Cox et al., 2012). This can make everyday activities laborious and preclude some from engaging in tasks he or she would normally require for daily life.

This phenomenon, unwanted movement of one limb while the other performs volitional action, is often called interference (Swinnen, 2002). While this term connotes a failure to properly control each limb, interference should rather be viewed as the behavioral limitations of the motor system to produce highly complex asymmetrical actions – often imposed by researchers in order to probe the underlying function of the motor system. The resulting motion often exhibits a coupling of the limbs mediated by connections between the hemispheres of the brain via the corpus callosum (Franz et al., 1996). There are several ways researchers can design
tasks to elicit interference ranging from simple isometric force contraction (Cunningham, 2017; Perez & Cohen, 2008) and finger tapping tasks (Wenderoth et al., 2003), to more complex movements such as bimanual circling (Kelso et al., 1979; Schöner & Kelso, 1988) and adaptation tasks (Diedrichsen, 2007; Kagerer, 2015). In the latter case, one possible mechanism underlying the phenomenon may be that an updated internal model of the sensorimotor consequences of movement are shared across effectors. An internal model is one element of popular models of the motor system which makes predictions of the current state of the effector by integrating prior motor commands with delayed feedback. The motor system can then make online corrections to minimize the difference between the expected and actual sensory feedback in order to optimally control the limb (Todorov & Jordan, 2002). In an adaptation task where visual information no longer matches the produced movement, corrections in motor output can correct for this discrepancy and the system can learn to apply a new control policy on subsequent trials. It is possible that interference in a task that requires one hand to adapt to a visuomotor perturbation, while the other reaches without visual feedback, results from applying this new control policy to both effectors which results in motor interference in the ‘invisible’ hand. A series of experiments were conducted, using the task described here, to investigate to what extent interference is due to a shared internal model.

1.1 Models for volitional movement control

One of the earliest and most influential descriptions of bimanual coordination comes from the dynamical systems theory, such that human coordination arises from the formation of stable attractor states. When performing a task where both hands must simultaneously trace circles continuously and repetitively, there exists a stable coordination pattern where the location of
each hand is at the same location as the other (both hands at 3 o’clock, moving clockwise), termed ‘anti-phase’. When participants are required to match the circling frequency to a metronome, as the pacing frequency increases, the coordination pattern becomes unstable and there is a spontaneous switch to a more stable, in-phase pattern (one hand moving counter clockwise and the other clockwise) (Kelso, 1984). Therefore, interference may represent the coupling of homologous muscles during stable coordination. While the HKB model has strong explanatory power for continuous movements, far fewer studies have employed it for discrete center-out movements (Schöner, 1990). Alternative motor control theories have focused on discrete movements and may provide stronger internal validity to the experiments conducted here. The uncontrolled manifold (UCM) hypothesis attempts to separate variability into that which affects task performance from that which does not. The fundamental premise of the UCM hypothesis is that variability in the motor control system is not a problem but rather the manifestation of the central organization of the system itself (Latash et al., 2002). The often-cited example used to illustrate how variability can be partitioned is in a task where one must use two fingers to press with a combined force of 10 N. That is, $F_1 + F_2 = 10$. The solution to this task falls along a line for which an infinite number of solutions exist. This line represents the uncontrolled manifold because any control along this manifold is inconsequential to successful completion of the task. However, any combination of forces that fall outside of this manifold give rise to variability orthogonal to the UCM and must be accounted for. The UCM hypothesis has been applied to a variety of tasks from sit-to-stand (Scholz & Schöner, 1999), bimanual pointing (Domkin et al., 2001), and continuous movements (Latash et al., 2001). Applying the UCM hypothesis to my studies is attractive at first glance. It may be that interference in the kinesthetically controlled hand is the result of variability orthogonal to the UCM since it has no
bearing on the task completion. This prediction would imply that interference would vary in direction and magnitude, but this is not the case. My studies used a procedure that produce predictable interference patterns that are in the same direction and with a magnitude that is relatively constant (Kagerer, 2015, 2016b). Moreover, while the UCM hypothesis is supported in studies that employ discrete movements, its explanatory power is limited by the need to analyze ‘postures’ rather than movements (Domkin et al., 2001). That is, the UCM hypothesis has strong explanatory power for the product of movement but lacks in its ability to describe the processes by which movements are produced and learned. Therefore, I wished to use a theory or concept of motor control that had the ability to explain the consistent directionality of interference, allowed for its description over the time-course of individual movements, and described interference over the course adaptation tasks.

Considering the shortcomings of the theories and concepts explained above, I applied a theory that has strong explanatory power for discrete, goal directed movement, can describe the how interference is accumulated throughout movement, and can account for the directionality of interference observed in our laboratory’s previous findings. Optimal feedback control theory (OFCT) has the potential to meet all of these criteria. According to OFCT, the goal of the motor system is to generate a control policy, which transforms the state estimate of the effector and environment into motor commands, that will minimize some cost function. This cost function consists of two parts. There is cost associated with the external goal of the movement, such as reaching out to grasp a cup and bringing it one’s mouth. That is, the cost associated with task-relevant states leading to reward. The second cost penalizes effort associated with unnecessary motor commands, typically defined as the sum of the squared motor commands (Diedrichsen et al., 2010). The goal of determining the optimal control policy is therefore critically dependent on
an accurate state estimation. To do this, there must be an adaptive process that relies both on feedforward (predictive) and feedback processes.

Once a task is selected, for example reaching for a cup, a motor command is sent to the muscles controlling the arm to impart a state change of the effector. Additionally, an efferent copy of that command is sent to a forward model that creates a prediction of the state change that will occur from the motor command. Once the state of the arm has changed, actual sensory feedback of the movement, delayed by time and corrupted by noise, is integrated with the state prediction to obtain an accurate state estimate at all times throughout a movement. An important feature of OFCT is that there is no conceptual difference between these feedforward and feedback components – they constitute two ends of a continuum. At one end, the controller relies heavily on internal predictions such as early in movement or movements with large sensory noise or delays. At the other end of the spectrum are movements that are made in an unpredictable or novel environment, such as when faced with perturbations, or when movements are long enough in duration as to reliably use sensory feedback for online correction (Todorov, 2004). At the step of sensory integration, the state estimation is calculated by adjusting the Kalman filter gain (K, in Figure 1-1) to selectively emphasize one source of information over the other. In fact, the source of information (feedforward or feedback) is weighted according to the inverse of variance associated with that source (Vaziri et al., 2006). Taken as a whole, OFCT can be visualized as an integrative model, shown in Figure 1-1, which combines a forward internal model that predicts the sensory consequences of the prepared motor command and an inverse internal model that computes a motor command that best matches the desired sensory consequences of that movement (from (Diedrichsen et al., 2010)).
Motor commands $u$ are set to a set of effectors represented here by a plant containing the state vector $x$, the command, and the plant dynamics $A,B$. In addition to the motor command, an efference copy is sent to a forward model that generates a predicted state $x^*$. Once the effector has changed state, the actual sensory information $y$ is integrated with the predicted state, and a gain $K$ is adjusted depending on the uncertainty in either the prediction or feedback to obtain an accurate state estimate $\hat{x}$. An optimal control policy $L$ is then generated such that the mapping between $\hat{x}$ and $u$ minimizes the cost which depends on the external task constraints $q$ and control effort $r$. Taken from (Diedrichsen et al., 2010).
Optimal feedback control theory is an attractive concept for investigating interference during a bimanual reaching task. As mentioned earlier, I employed a theory capable of describing discrete, goal-directed movement. OFCT has been used for exactly these types of tasks such as eye and head movement during foveation (Saglam et al., 2011), skilled forelimb reaching in non-primates (Azim et al., 2014) and non-human primates (Archambault et al., 2015) and adaptation to both dynamic (Crevecoeur et al., 2016) and visuomotor (Honda et al., 2012) perturbations in sensory feedback. The internal model approach also allows researchers to accurately model kinematics throughout movement even though the trajectory itself does not need to be explicitly formed during movement planning, but rather it is a consequence of the optimal solution (Liu & Todorov, 2007). This suggests OFCT is capable of describing how feedback is used to make online corrections in the face of perturbations or due to unpredictable obstacles. Moreover, OFCT has been used to describe interactions between the limbs during bimanual reaching tasks. Diedrichsen in 2007 showed that when participants controlled two cursors reaching to two targets, perturbing one hand did not cause the other to deviate from a straight-line path to the target. However, when both hands controlled a shared cursor, the optimal solution was one where the perturbation was countered using both effectors (Diedrichsen, 2007). This elegant experiment has bearing on the current proposed study such that the optimal control strategy during the shared cursor condition was one where control effort was minimized by an interaction between limbs in the inverse internal model (L). Therefore, interference in our task may be a result of one limb updating an internal model for the new visuomotor mapping between output and perturbed feedback, and that internal model is shared with the contralateral limb. However, in Diedrichsen’s study, the task constraints were such that both effectors had shared control over a single cursor. In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, I describe our task which has only
the right, perturbed hand controlling a single cursor, while the contralateral limb controls no visual stimulus at all. Therefore, the shared control task constraint is not present in the current studies and the control policy may not be optimized to induce interference in the kinesthetically controlled limb. Alternatively, there may be an explanation that is predicted from the OFCT’s postulation that feedback gains are re-weighted based on the fidelity of either feedforward or feedback information. Franklin et al. had participants adapt to a dynamic perturbation that applied a force perpendicular to movement velocity during a reach to a peripheral target (Franklin et al., 2012). On probe trials that employed a force channel which constrained movement to a straight-line path to the target, the cursor jumped 2cm to the side. Participants pressed significantly harder against the force channel during exposure to the dynamic perturbation than during trials in a null-field. The authors conclude that sensorimotor integration down-regulated the state prediction due to the uncertainty introduced by the dynamic perturbation while upregulating visual feedback gains and this resulted in a larger visuomotor response to a visual jump in cursor location.

While not a fully formed theory of motor control, neural cross talk has been proposed as a potential mechanism of interference by observations that homologous regions of the primary motor cortex of each hemisphere share information via the corpus callosum. For example, when drawing two different shapes, one with each hand, typically developing people tend to draw similar shapes in each hand that assimilate features of both templates. However, in patients who have undergone a callosotomy, they are able to draw each shape with relative ease (Franz et al., 1996). This communication between hemispheres is important for volitional motor control because there are direct and indirect neural pathways supplying motor information to the periphery. Most of the neurons innervating motor units in the spinal cord decussate at the level of
the medulla in the brain stem. These fibers terminate in the lateral portion of the ventral horn and are responsible for fine movement of distal effectors such as arm, hand, and finger motor units. A ventral tract passes uncrossed through the brain stem and innervates ipsilateral neurons in the medial portions of the spinal cord responsible for more proximal motor units such as trunk and arm (Brinkman & Kuypers, 1972; Swinnen, 2002). Therefore, neurons in both primary motor cortices may send conflicting motor information to a limb, especially while the other limb is engaged in action. This observation has been demonstrated in tasks where participants producing isometric contractions with one finger will interference with control of the contralateral finger (Hu & Newell, 2010). It has been shown that during these tasks, inhibitory projections from the hemisphere controlling volitional action have reduced effect on the contralateral hemisphere (Perez & Cohen, 2008). Mirrored EMG activity has also been seen in rhythmic movements where homologous muscle synchronize firing in a purely unimanual task (McDonnell & Ridding, 2006), and many movement disorders exhibit mirrored movements (Cincotta et al., 2006; Sitburana et al., 2009). However, this would suggest that interference in my task would be mostly, if not completely mirror symmetric. However, the task used in this dissertation has demonstrated that approximately 2/3 of participants exhibit an interference pattern where both hands move in the same direction, while 1/3 show mirror interference (Kagerer, 2015). Taken together, it may be that when both effectors access a shared internal model, leading to interference between the limbs, it is done so through neural crosstalk.

As I will describe in my first aim, I sought to extend the work our lab has previously done to determine whether and to what extent interference is due to a shared internal model, akin to Diedrichsen’s shared cursor experiment, and furthered the work by Franklin et. al to see if visuomotor perturbations can upregulate dynamic feedback gains to visuomotor perturbations.
Finally, I discuss these results in the context of findings from neural crosstalk literature which suggests interhemispheric communication is scaled by the force demands for reaching.

1.2 Structural learning and facilitated adaptation

In our interference task, participants are required to adapt to a fixed perturbation in one hand, while the other operates under kinesthetic control – making it susceptible to interference. Aim 1 attempted to shed light on whether and to what extent a shared internal model is responsible for this and considered the possibility sensory re-weighting is an underlying mechanism for interference. To further the experiments in aim 1, I more fully explored the latter possibility by manipulating the rate at which participants adapted to determine if facilitating adaptation increases interference. Adaptation and learning tasks often use perturbations to disrupt the relationship between the predicted and actual sensory feedback to investigate how participants update their internal models to parsimoniously resolve any discrepancies between them. Researchers overwhelmingly design tasks that introduce an abrupt perturbation, such as a rotation in visual feedback, to disrupt this relationship. Such tasks require participants to learn a fixed perturbation and in the adaptive control literature is known as parametric learning. The adaptive process therefore amounts to a search through parameter space that converges on the most optimal set of fixed parameters necessary to complete the task. The following equation illustrates the example of a fixed perturbation of 60° in cursor position, rotated around some origin.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x \\
  y
\end{bmatrix}^{\text{cursor}} = \begin{bmatrix}
  \cos 60 & \sin 60 \\
  -\sin 60 & \cos 60
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
  x \\
  y
\end{bmatrix}^{\text{hand}}
\]

To solve this parametric problem, the motor system must learn the mapping between cursor and hand position, \( U = f(X(t), \mu(t), t) \), where \( U \) is the cursor \([x,y]\) position, \( X \) is the hand \([x,y]\) position and \( \mu \) represents the unknown parameters to be learned. The solution to this relationship
would be to produce a movement with the same structure, but whose values are opposite (e.g. -60°). Recently, Braun and colleagues have introduced a version of this task that requires participants not to adapt to a fixed perturbation but rather to a fixed structure of perturbations. In this scenario, participants are exposed to many different perturbations all belonging to the same structure. Using the equation above, the rotation amount would not necessarily be 60° but could vary trial-to-trial. Instead of learning the fixed rotation matrix described above, they would be learning the correlation between all elements of the matrix. That is, they would be learning the structure of the transformation matrix, f (Braun et al., 2009a).

Take the example of learning to shoot an arrow on a windy day, illustrated by Figure 1-2. Panel a represents a chaotic wind pattern such that aiming has not impact on success (indicated by warmer colors). On a day where wind can only blow left or right, but with any magnitude, (panel b) the search through parameter space is constrained along the azimuth with zero adjustment of altitude. That is, due to a structure to the perturbations, the solution to this problem still has an infinite number of solutions, but the archer is capable of learning this reduced solution space. Panel c represents a structure constrained by rotations is visual feedback about the origin and represents the solution space for the example outlined in above equation. The search through parameter space then becomes exploration of the off-diagonal terms in the rotation matrix, and a successful reach will be constrained to a ring about the origin (Bond & Taylor, 2017).
**Figure 1-2: Structural Learning.** Description of figure is supplied in text. Image taken from (Bond & Taylor, 2017)
Structural learning has three benefits (Braun et al., 2009a). First, by constraining the parameter space to a lower-dimensional one, learning will progress faster – termed structure-specific facilitation. Second, when two tasks require participants to learn opposing perturbations (e.g. +60° followed by -60°) learning in the second task is impaired by the first, and re-test on the first task is impaired by the second – termed structure-specific interference reduction (note: this refers to anterograde and retrograde interference, respectively. Not to be confused with interference in bimanual coordination). Finally, when participants engage in a new task that belongs to the same structure, adaptation will be facilitated by the participant’s exploration along the previously learned structure – structure-specific exploration. Braun et. al. designed a series of experiments that tested each of these concepts. They had participants perform center out reaches to eight radially arranged targets. Cursor feedback was provided on a screen that covered vision of the hands and midway through the task, exposed three groups of participants to one of three conditions. In the control group, veridical feedback was provided throughout, while in the two experimental groups participants either experienced a new random rotation for eight consecutive trials, or participants experienced a random linear transformation that consisted of combined rotations, shearing, and scaling. After learning their respective structures, all participants adapted to a fixed 60° rotation, followed by a fixed -60° rotation. They found the group who had previous experienced the random rotation structure adapted faster than the other two groups on both fixed perturbations. In a subsequent experiment, they had participants perform reaches in 3-D space and applied a force perturbation either in the horizontal or vertical plane. Upon testing both groups with both perturbations, participants’ initial reaches countered the previously learned structure (either horizontal or vertical) before converging on the appropriate solution (Braun et al., 2009a). The results supported their three predictions about the benefits to structural learning,
but most importantly, they found improvements in both the feedforward and feedback components of movement. They conclude that structural learning assists in the optimization problem central to OFCT by reducing the parameter space through a mechanism of providing the motor system prior knowledge of the underlying structure to improve state estimation of the effector. In the context of my studies, I employed structural learning to facilitate adaptation, using the finding that state estimation is improved by faster gain modulation. That is, structural learning allows the state estimator to adjust gain more quickly to preferentially weight either feedforward or feedback components of the internal model. In our interference task, facilitated adaptation should give rise to a faster onset in interference by the participants’ faster updating of their internal model. Additionally, I expected the improved feedback gain adjustment to enhance interference through better use of proprioceptive and visual information. However, before I tackled this experiment, I needed to establish that a previously learned structure can be accessed by the contralateral limb. Specifically, this informed me which hand should undergo structural training. I explore this topic more fully in the Chapter 3, but this decision will be informed by the design of an interlimb transfer task.

1.3 Interlimb transfer tasks

A key feature of our motor control system is its ability to perform similar movements in a vast array of scenarios. A right-handed person can easily write in a notebook located on the right side of the body, but she could just as easily perform this task with the notebook on her left side. This ability for humans to perform the same task in different circumstances is known as generalization (Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). In the example above, this is referred to as spatial generalization because the writer can perform in two workspaces separated spatially. Generalization also extends to the idea that our writer could (perhaps not as easily) write a
simple passage with her left hand. The importance of determining the underlying mechanisms of transfer, or generalization to a contralateral effector, is an attractive field of study, particularly in rehabilitation settings where one half of the body may have impaired movement such as in lateralized stroke.

Interlimb transfer tasks are designed to test whether and to what extent learning a new movement in one limb transfers to another. This can be done using visuomotor perturbations (Sainburg & Wang, 2002; Wang & Lei, 2015), dynamic perturbations (Joiner et al., 2013; Wang & Sainburg, 2004), and even complex sequence learning (Panzer et al., 2018). In addition to perturbation tasks and more cognitive tasks such as sequence learning, use-dependent learning transfers and can even improve transfer in error-based learning (Wang & Lei, 2015). Recently, the most common tasks used to investigate transfer have employed either dynamic or visuomotor perturbations. When participants adapted to novel arm dynamics produced by hanging a weight off of the dominant arm, subsequent adaptation in the contralateral arm was dramatically improved. However, initial training on the non-dominant arm did not transfer to the dominant limb (Wang & Sainburg, 2004). Adaptation to curl-field perturbations have also been shown to transfer from dominant to non-dominant limbs, but not vice-versa, and transfer only occurred in intrinsic coordinate frames (Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2003). Moreover, the amount of transfer does not depend on the length or onset (gradual vs. abrupt) of training, but longer training periods result in a more sustained transfer (Joiner et al., 2013).

In my experiments, I asked the question whether structural adaptation to visuomotor perturbations transfers to a contralateral limb. Several studies have looked at the important features and mechanisms underlying visuomotor transfer. Wang and Sainburg had participants adapt to a rotation in hand feedback with either the left or right arm, and subsequently exposed
the participants to the same perturbation with the contralateral limb. Both groups showed substantial improvements in adaptation compared to a previous adaptation session (Sainburg & Wang, 2002). Moreover, they found that performance differed, whether the transfer occurred from dominant to non-dominant hand or vice versa. The initial direction of reaches in the dominant hand were more accurate when the non-dominant hand had previously trained to the perturbation. However, opposite arm training improved final position and accuracy of the non-dominant arm. This suggests that training either the dominant or non-dominant arm transfers different aspects of control information and is not a result of a general cognitive strategy. The authors explain this result in context of the dynamic dominance hypothesis developed previously by their laboratory. This hypothesis asserts that the dominant limb is better able to specify and control the trajectory of movement, whereas the non-dominant limb is more well suited for stability and effector end-point control (Sainburg, 2002). Therefore, there exists asymmetrical transfer during visuomotor tasks – the information transferred is specialized to the control advantage of that limb receiving that information.

1.4 Specific Aims

In this dissertation, I explored the hypothesis that interference in a bimanual adaptation task results from a shared internal model of the relationship between motor action and sensory feedback. To do this, I aimed to investigate how updating an internal model can influence sensitivity to feedback signals providing information about limb dynamics. I also manipulated the adaption process to determine what effect this will have on bimanual interference. This work extends our knowledge of the basic control properties of bimanual movements and coordination through execution of the following specific aims.
**Aim 1:** To determine the effect of manipulating dynamic feedback on a visuomotor interference task.

It has been shown that when participants are required to adapt to moving in a novel force environment, thus requiring the formation of a new internal model of task dynamics, feedback gain for visual information is upregulated (Franklin et al., 2012). Therefore, I designed a study which tested the hypothesis that if participants are exposed to a visuomotor perturbation, they would upregulate feedback gain to dynamic information. The effect of upregulating dynamic feedback gain showed two distinct features. First, interference was proportional to the force requirements for movement in a dose-response fashion. Second, when the adaptation component was removed, interference was not proportional to task dynamics. This is consistent idea that the interfered with hand shares features of the newly updated internal model used to control the perturbed hand by increasing feedback gains while decreasing predictive processes (Crevecoeur et al., 2010).

**Aim 2:** To determine whether structural learning generalizes across effectors

I examined if learning the underlying structure of random visuomotor perturbations in one limb transfers to the other. This would provide more support for the possibility that learning a new internal model in one limb is accessible to the contralateral limb. Interlimb transfer of fixed perturbations has been studied extensively in the past (Joiner & Smith, 2008; Sainburg & Wang, 2002; Wang & Sainburg, 2003, 2004), but to my knowledge no studies have determined if the learning of an underlying structure (via random rotations) transfers across effectors. Additionally, this information will be necessary to design the testing procedures used in Aim 3.

**Aim 3:** To determine if facilitated adaptation increases interference
Participants underwent the interference task defined in aim 1 following the exposure to a training phase where one group is provided veridical feedback, while a second group engages in structural learning. This measured the effect facilitated adaptation will have on interference, with the expectation that improved adaptation will increase subsequent interference.
2.1 Introduction

Bimanual coordination is a hallmark of human movement where task constraints dictate whether the hands should operate tightly coupled or independently. For example, when using both hands to put on eyeglasses, the hands must produce symmetrical, synchronous actions to ensure proper execution and reduce risk of injury. Many activities require the hands to produce simultaneous yet independent movement such as tying one’s shoes or cutting with scissors. Limitations to independent control of the limbs can be observed behaviorally by assimilation of movement characteristics of the contralateral limb, or motor interference – one of the most common demonstrations being ‘rub your belly and pat your head’.

In the past several decades, research had mainly focused on two types of tasks to observe interference – those relying on temporal or spatial constraints (see Swinnen, 2002 for review). Finger tapping tasks that require participants to produce simple integer ratio rhythms (such as 1:1, 2:1, or 3:1) are easily produced, even at high frequencies, whereas complex polyrhythms (3:2, or 5:3) are more difficult and usually exhibit greater variability (Peper et al., 1995; Summers et al., 1993). Temporal coupling between fingers producing cyclic movements can maintain stable, discrete phase relationships, but can become unstable as movement frequencies increase. The motor system responds to this instability by transitioning to a more stable pattern – one which requires simultaneous, homologous muscle activation (Kelso et al., 1979; Schöner & Kelso, 1988). Spatiotemporal interference has been shown to rely heavily on communication between the hemispheres via the corpus callosum. When drawing different shapes, one with each
hand, healthy individuals produce shapes that assimilate characteristics of the contralateral hand’s template. Patients who had their corpus callosum surgically severed perform remarkably well at drawing each shape independently, especially when the callosotomy involves the posterior corpus callosum (Eliassen et al., 1999; Franz et al., 1996).

One concept developed to help explain the nature of communication between the hemispheres is neural crosstalk. It is based on the anatomical fact that axons controlling distal effectors (fingers, hands) decussate in the medulla, whereas axons controlling axial and proximal muscles (trunk, arm) project both ipsilaterally and contralaterally. Therefore, hands and fingers are largely controlled by the contralateral hemisphere, whereas for arm control, both hemispheres are thought to contribute (Brinkman & Kuypers, 1972). Therefore, when sending motor commands to one limb, unwanted activation of the contralateral limb may occur. Coactivation of contralateral muscles in a resting limb has been observed in isometric force production such that increasing levels of force production induces greater coactivation and is suggested to be mediated by interhemispheric projections between primary motor cortices resulting in decreased inhibition of neurons in the primary motor cortex (Cunningham, 2017; Perez & Cohen, 2008).

Walter and Swinnen showed interlimb interference in dynamic tasks where each limb must produce a different trajectory profile (Walter & Swinnen, 1990). Interestingly, their work showed that increasing the torque required to produce these movements increased the amount of interlimb interference.

Among different theoretical frameworks applied to bimanual coordination, optimal feedback control theory has had some success in explaining the coordination of bimanual movements from a control perspective (Schwartz, 2016; Scott, 2004; Todorov & Jordan, 2002). This theory posits that the nervous system optimizes a control policy that minimizes a task-
dependent cost function by maximizing reward and minimizing effort. To counter delays in sensory feedback, a prediction is made using prior knowledge, gained through learning, of the relationship between the expected and actual sensory feedback and is referred to as the ‘internal model’. When executing a movement, an efferent copy of the motor command allows a forward internal model to predict the state of the body resulting from the command. Actual sensory feedback is compared to the prediction and any discrepancy is recognized as error. The goal is to minimize the error between the expected and actual feedback relevant to performance characteristics required for task completion. To understand how the internal model is updated to minimize this error, researchers have employed tasks which require participants to adapt to perturbations in both visual (Krakauer et al., 2000) and dynamic feedback (Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). Optimal control theory has been studied in bimanual tasks when both hands control a single cursor displayed at the midpoint between the two hands. When a perturbation is applied to one hand, the optimal solution distributes the correction between the hands in order to minimize the control effort (Diedrichsen, 2007). Franklin et al. have shown that when adapting to a force perturbation orthogonal to movement direction (curl-field adaptation), the sensorimotor system upregulates feedback gains to visual information (Franklin et al., 2012). Recently, tasks where one hand is perturbed while the other hand is controlled without visual feedback has been used to induce interference in the kinesthetically controlled hand (Kagerer, 2015, 2016a). In this context, it is suggested the interference is due in part to the updated internal model being shared between effectors. In the context of optimal feedback control theory, this would suggest that while adapting to a visual perturbation in one hand, the strategy that minimizes control effort is one where the relationship between expected and actual sensory feedback is applied to both effectors. Since the kinesthetically controlled hand cannot access
visual feedback, the error signal associated with vision is minimal, even when a motor command is sent which rotates movement trajectories. This result may also be explained within the neural crosstalk framework, such that producing asymmetrical movements induces interference via coactivation of homologous muscles. These two explanations are not necessarily mutually exclusive, but we wished to describe the contribution of each to interference.

The purpose of this study is therefore to (1) determine if increasing the force required to move both effectors in a bimanual reaching task will increase the amount of interference in the kinesthetically controlled arm contralateral to the arm exposed to a visual perturbation; and (2) to determine if adding an adaptation component to the production of asymmetrical movements increases interference by upregulating sensory feedback. In our first experiment, participants adapted to a visual rotation in hand feedback for the right hand while the left hand moved without visual feedback. Three groups received one of three resisting forces exerted through a virtual spring. We hypothesized that if interlimb interference is modulated by the amount of force required to move, then increasing the virtual spring constant will increase the observed interference. In a second experiment, we repeated the design of the first experiment, but instead of having participants adapt to a visual perturbation, we rotated the target locations in the right hand. This removed the adaptation component while maintaining the asymmetry of movement. We hypothesized that if updating the internal model upregulates sensory feedback, then interference in the first experiment would be greater than the interference observed in the second experiment.
2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Participants

Forty-five healthy, right handed individuals (age: 20.9 +/- 0.8 years, 31 female) participated in the first experiment and 36 participated in the second (age: 20.9 +/- 1.1 years, 28 female); each participant scored at least +70 on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory – Short Form (Oldfield, 1971; Veale, 2013). All participants gave informed consent, and the study was approved by Michigan State University’s Institutional Review Board.

2.2.2 Procedures

2.2.2.1 Experiment 1

Participants were seated comfortably in front of a bimanual Kinarm End-point robot (Kinarm End-point Lab, BKIN Technologies, Kingston, ON). They were instructed to use two manipulanda to control two virtual cursors projected on a screen occluding vision of the hands. The task was to reach two targets positioned either 90° or 270° with respect to the home position (distance 10cm), and participants were instructed to move both hands simultaneously fast and straight. Order of the target positions was pseudorandomized, such that no more than two consecutive target locations were in the same direction. Also, the number of ‘forward’ trials (90°) matched the number of ‘backward’ trials (270°). Movements of the two hands were always in the same direction, either forward or backward.

Each participant completed a total of 220 trials. During the first 20 trials (visual baseline) cursor feedback for both hands was veridical. During the next 20 trials (kinesthetic baseline) the cursor representing the right hand was visible, but no visual feedback was provided for the left hand. Participants were instructed to continue moving both hands simultaneously to the targets, and to stop their nonvisible left hand when they estimated it to be in the target. Following this
second baseline, a 140-trial exposure phase introduced an abrupt clockwise 40° rotation of visual feedback for the right hand, requiring participants to compensate counterclockwise; the left hand remained without visual feedback. Participants were instructed to continue moving the left hand straight toward the targets. During a post-exposure phase of 40 trials the visual perturbation was removed; the left hand’s visual feedback remained off in this phase. The post-exposure phase was used to measure aftereffects of adaptation.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups, each with a different force applied to the hands at the manipulanda. Two groups received a spring restoring force directed from handle position to the home position, with a magnitude of either 30 N/m or 60 N/m, while a control group received no force (0 N/m). Our primary dependent variable for the right hand was initial directional error (IDE), calculated as the angle between target vector and movement vector at peak velocity; IDE is used as a measure for movement planning. In the left hand, we calculated both IDE and lateral endpoint error (EPX), defined as the lateral distance between target location and endpoint of the hand. In addition, we introduced a 2 mm wide force channel in the left hand on approximately 20% of trials, which restricted movement to a straight line to the targets. For these force channel trials, we measured the lateral force exerted on the channel wall throughout the movement.

Due to using a restoring force in each hand, one potential confound on IDE and EPX is that there is a component of force directed toward the midline of movement. This would constrain the left hand from deviating from a straight-line path to the target in the two groups which received the restoring force. To control for this, we also measured the lateral force applied against the virtual spring at peak hand velocity (LFPV) and movement offset (LFOFF) in the left manipulandum. We chose these two timepoints to coincide with IDE and EPX, respectively.
2.2.2.2 Experiment 2

We hypothesized in the first experiment that increasing the force demands for movement would increase the amount of interference in the left hand while the right hand adapted to a rotation in hand feedback. Interference in this condition could be due to neural crosstalk, without adaptation playing a major role. To address this possibility, we devised a second experiment that removed the adaptation component and asked participants to move their right hands to targets rotated by 40° (counterclockwise) about the home position. This would allow us to determine the contribution of producing asymmetrical movements to interference without the need for participants to change their established internal models. We therefore had participants perform a set of trials identical to experiment 1, the only differences being that during the exposure phase, they reached under veridical feedback to rotated targets. Therefore, in both experiments, the ‘ideal’ movement direction would be exactly the same for the right hand. In the first experiment, however, participants would be updating their internal model of the relationship between expected and actual sensory feedback, but not in the second. Experimental design, data analysis, and the calculation of all outcome variables were identical between the two experiments.

2.2.3 Data Analysis

We took the absolute values for IDE, EPX, LFPV, LFOFF, and force channel data to correct for sign differences in forward vs. backward trials. To correct for baseline differences, we subtracted the mean baseline performance from all exposure and post-exposure trials for each of the outcome variables. We then averaged 10 consecutive trials for a total of 22 blocks throughout the experiment. For analysis of the force channel trials, we resampled the force time-series to 1000 samples and averaged 6 consecutive force channel trials during the first 28 trials (‘early’), middle 28 trials (‘middle’) and last 28 trials (‘late’) of the exposure phase. This allowed us to compare
force profiles between trials of differing movement length. For IDE, EPX, LFPV, LFOFF, and the force channel trials we performed separate 3 (group: 0-30-60N/m) x 3 (time: early-middle-late) mixed model repeated measures ANOVAs. We additionally performed a 3 (group: 0-30-60N/m) x 2 (time: early-late) ANOVA for each outcome variable during the post-exposure phase. Significant group effects were followed up with Tukey HSD post-hoc multiple comparisons. All statistical procedures were performed in R 3.3.2, with the ezANOVA package; violations of sphericity were accounted for by using the Greenhouse-Geisser correction.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Experiment 1

2.3.1.1 Visually guided hand

To verify all group performed similarly during baseline trials, we performed one-way ANOVAs on the average of the 20 trials during each baseline. There were no differences between groups for IDE during either of the two baselines [VB: F(2) = 0.121, p > 0.05; KB: F(2) = 0.789, p > 0.05]. During exposure, there was a main effect for time [F(2,84) = 820.36, p < 0.0001], indicating that IDE decreased from early to late exposure. There was no group main effect or Group x Time interaction, indicating that all three groups adapted similarly to the visual feedback perturbation. In the 10-trial block immediately following the exposure phase, where veridical feedback was restored, groups did not significantly differ in the magnitude of their aftereffects [F(2,42) = 0.14, p = 0.87]. Taken together, these results suggest that all groups reduced their IDE in a similar way during exposure and attained comparable levels of adaptation as shown by the similar aftereffects early in post-exposure (see Figure 2-1).
Figure 2-1: Experiment 1 initial directional error. IDE was calculated as the angle between target vector and movement vector at peak velocity. Data are shown for the exposure phase (blocks 5-18) in response to a clockwise 40° rotation in hand feedback and post-exposure phase with veridical feedback (blocks 19-22). Open circles represent IDE for the right, adapting hand, and filled circles for the interfered-with, left hand.
2.3.1.2 Kinesthetically guided hand

2.3.1.2.1 Kinematics

Both IDE and EPX were not significantly different between groups during both baseline phases (all p > 0.05). For IDE, there was a group difference during exposure \( F(2,42) = 4.87, p < 0.05 \), and a Group x Time interaction \( F(4,84) = 5.62, p < 0.01 \). Post-hoc analysis showed no group differences at the beginning or middle of exposure, but significantly higher IDE for the 60 N/m group at the end of exposure [60 N/m – 0 N/m difference: 4.57°, CI: (2.06, 7.08), p < 0.01; 60 N/m – 30 N/m: 3.69°, CI: (1.17, 6.20), p < 0.01]. Figure 2-2A illustrates these comparisons, suggesting IDE increases in the 60 N/m group throughout the exposure phase, while it remains at or near zero degrees for the other two groups. During the post-exposure phase, when veridical feedback was restored, there was a main effect for group \( F(2,42)=5.89, p < 0.01 \) and a main effect for time \( F(1,42) = 5.85, p < 0.05 \). Post-hoc analysis revealed the 60 N/m group had greater IDE than the 30 N/m group at the beginning of post-exposure [difference: 2.42°, CI: (0.41, 4.44), p < 0.05] and at the end of post-exposure [difference: 1.8°, CI: (0.21, 3.40), p < 0.05].

For EPX, there was a main effect for group during exposure \( F(2,42) = 5.22, p < 0.05 \), but no other effects or interactions. Post-hoc analysis did not show a difference between groups at the beginning of exposure, but EPX was significantly larger in the 60 N/m group than in the 0 N/m group at the middle and end of exposure [60 N/m – 0 N/m difference at middle: 0.37 cm, CI: (0.008, 0.73), p < 0.05; at end: 0.52 cm, CI: (0.19, 0.84), p < 0.05]. Similar to IDE, EPX in the 60 N/m group increased throughout exposure but remained relatively constant in the 0- and 30 N/m groups. (Figure 2-2C). During post-exposure, there were no main effects or interactions. Taken together, the left hand performance was deviated from a straight-line path to the target by
introducing a visual perturbation in the right hand. This interference was most pronounced in the group receiving the 60 N/m restoring force in both hands. Overall, interference remained relatively constant for the 0- and 30 N/m groups but increased throughout exposure for the 60 N/m group.
Figure 2-2: Experiment 1 left hand interference. Interference measures are shown for the exposure and post-exposure phases for each of the three groups in response to a clockwise rotation in cursor feedback in the right hand. IDE (A) and LFPV (B) were calculated at peak velocity, and EPX (C) and LFOFF (D) were calculated at movement offset in blocks of 10 trials. The dashed vertical lines denote the blocks time points used for computing the ANOVAs (see section 2.2).
2.3.1.2.2 Kinetics

By applying a spring force in two of the groups, there is a component of force directed toward the midline of movement. Since this force is different based on group assignment and could confound our kinematic measurements, we measured the lateral force applied to the handle at peak velocity (LFPV) and at the endpoint of movement (LFOFF) as an additional measure of interference. LFPV during exposure showed a main effect for group \[F(2,42) = 14.12, p < 0.01\] and a main effect for time \[F(2,84) = 6.58, p < 0.01\]. At the beginning and middle of exposure, the 60 N/m group had greater LFPV than the 0 N/m group [60 N/m - 0 N/m difference at beginning 0.11 N, CI: (0.02, 0.2), \(p < 0.05\); at middle: 0.21 N, CI: (0.08, 0.34), \(p < 0.01\)]. In the 30 N/m group there was a trend for greater LFPV compared to the 0 N/m group at the midpoint of exposure [difference: 0.129 N, CI: (0, 0.25), \(p = 0.051\)], and at the end of exposure both groups receiving a restoring force showed greater LFPV than the 0 N/m group [30 N/m – 0 N/m difference: 0.148 N, CI: (0.03, 0.265), \(p < 0.05\); 60 N/m – 0 N/m difference: 0.191 N, CI: (0.07, 0.31), \(p < 0.01\)]. In the post-exposure phase, LFPV was different among groups \[F(2,42) = 9.67, p < 0.01\], but there was no significant change over time (\(p = 0.4\)). Similar to the end of the exposure phase, the two groups moving against a virtual spring produced greater LFPV than the no spring group (Figure 2-2B).

For LFOFF, groups differed during exposure \[F(2,42) = 38.41, p < 0.01\], with both a main effect for time \[F(2,84) = 3.66, p < 0.05\] and Group x Time interaction \[F(4,84) = 2.85, p < 0.05\]. The 60 N/m group had greater LFOFF than the 0 N/m group at the beginning of exposure [difference: 0.214 N, CI: (0.074, 0.352), \(p < 0.01\)], and at the middle of exposure, the 60 N/m group produced greater LFOFF than the other two [60 N/m – 30 N/m difference: 0.297 N, CI: (0.148, 0.446), \(p < 0.01\); 60 N/m – 0 N/m difference: 0.427 N, CI: (0.278, 0.576), \(p < 0.01\)].
Multiple comparisons at the end of exposure revealed significant differences for all comparisons, suggesting LFOFF systematically increased with an increase in the restoring force magnitude [30 N/m – 0 N/m difference: 0.136 N, CI: (0.017, 0.255), \( p < 0.05 \); 60 N/m – 30 N/m difference: 0.238 N, CI: (0.119, 0.357), \( p < 0.01 \); 60 N/m – 0 N/m difference: 0.374 N, CI: (0.255, 0.493), \( p < 0.01 \)], as illustrated in Figure 2D. During post-exposure, there was a main effect for group \( \text{[F}(2,42) = 11.4, p < 0.01\text{]} \), a main effect for time \( \text{[F}(1,42) = 19.9, p < 0.01\text{]} \), and a Group x Time interaction \( \text{[F}(2,42) = 4.31, p < 0.05\text{]} \). LFOFF decreased over the post-exposure phase in the 60- and 30 N/m groups (\( t = 3.52, p < 0.01 \) and \( t = 2.84, p < 0.05 \), respectively), but did not change in the 0 N/m group (\( p = 0.48 \)).

Interference, measured by the lateral force applied to left manipulandum at peak velocity and movement offset, increased as the force demands for reaching also increased in a dose-response fashion. Additionally, interference increased for the left hand as the right hand was producing more asymmetrical movements in response to adaptation to a visual rotation in hand feedback.

To further assess the influence of task kinetics on interference, we analyzed the movements using a force channel in approximately 20% of trials. This allowed us to analyze the development of interference within a target-directed movement, where movement onset is defined as 0% and movement offset is 100% of movement extent. Results from the 3 group x 3 time ANOVA showed a main effect for group \( \text{[F}(2,42) = 15.62, p < 0.01\text{]} \), but no time main effect or Group x Time interaction. Figure 2-3 illustrates that as the movement progresses toward endpoint, the lateral force increases monotonically for all groups, but the groups receiving the restoring force generate more lateral force. The lateral force exerted on the channel wall reinforces the finding in LFOFF that there may be a proportional increase in interference with an
increase in the force demands of movement. Multiple comparisons at 95% of movement extent reported the 60 N/m group exerted significantly more force than the 0 N/m and 30 N/m groups at all three time points throughout the exposure phase [60 N/m – 30 N/m difference: 1.2 N, CI: (0.49, 1.91), \( p < 0.01 \); 60 N/m – 0 N/m difference: 1.55 N, CI: (0.84, 2.26), \( p < 0.01 \)]; the 30 N/m and 0 N/m groups did not differ from each other (\( p = 0.45 \)). Here we show interference in the left hand appears to increase linearly with movement extent. This is consistent with the magnitude of the lateral component of restoring force in the 30- and 60 N/m groups. Near movement offset, interference increases as the force demands for movement increase, especially at the end of the exposure phase.
Figure 2-3: Experiment 1 lateral force against force channel. The force applied against the channel wall was resampled to 1000 samples and averaged (solid lines) across participants in each group. The cloud around the average represents the standard error of the mean. The dashed vertical lines indicate 95% of the movement extent where 0% represents movement onset and 100% represents movement offset. Force data are shown for the early (top), middle (center), and late (bottom) time points during exposure.
2.3.2 Experiment 2

We conducted a second experiment to determine the amount of interference due to neural crosstalk alone, without the addition of an adaptation component. To test this, we performed a nearly identical experiment with the only difference occurring during the exposure phase whereby the target locations for the right hand were rotated by 40° rather than rotating the visual feedback. Therefore, the ideal hand trajectory for both experiments was matched, but in this second experiment there was no need for participants to update their internal model.

2.3.2.1 Visually guided hand

In the visually guided right hand, there was no difference between groups in IDE ($p = 0.20$), but there was a main effect for time [$F(1.16, 38.36) = 61.42, p < 0.01$]. Since this experiment did not introduce a visual feedback perturbation, and participants moved to the rotated targets with veridical visual feedback, the main effect for time here likely reflects initial reaching error due to a shift in task procedures (i.e.: reaching to rotated targets). It is important to note that there was no difference between groups, a similar finding to experiment 1, supporting the notion that any group differences in interference measures in the left, kinesthetically guided hand were not due to differences in initial reaching direction in the visually guided hand.

2.3.2.2 Kinesthetically guided hand

2.3.2.2.1 Kinematics

Initial directional error (IDE), the angle between the movement vector and target vector, was not different between groups, nor did it change over the course of the exposure phase (all $p > 0.05$). Similarly, there were no differences during post-exposure (all $p > 0.05$). Lateral endpoint error (EPX), the cartesian distance between target location and hand location at movement offset in
the x-direction, showed a main effect for group [F(2,33) = 5.42, p < 0.01)]. Post-hoc analysis showed the 30 N/m group having greater EPX than the 0 N/m during the middle 10 trial block [difference: 0.477cm, CI: (0.06, 0.90), p < 0.05)] and last 10 trial block [difference: 0.607cm, CI: (0.21, 1.00), p < 0.01)] of exposure. There were no other group differences during exposure, nor was there a main effect for time (p = 0.7). In post-exposure, there was a main effect for group [F(2,33) = 3.47, p < 0.05)], but no main effect for time or Group x Time interaction.
Figure 2-4: Experiment 2 left hand interference. Interference measures are shown for the exposure and post-exposure phases for each of the three groups in response to a counterclockwise rotation in target location for the right hand. For description of axes and analysis see Figure 2-2 caption.
2.3.2.2 Kinetics

Lateral force at peak velocity (LFPV) remained constant over the course of exposure ($p = 0.9$), and there was no difference between groups ($p = 0.08$). Similar results were found in post-exposure (all $p > 0.05$). Lateral force at offset (LFOFF) also remained constant throughout the exposure phase ($p = 0.7$), but there was a main effect for group ($F(2,33) = 14.73, p < 0.01$). Post-hoc analysis revealed the 60 N/m group had greater LFOFF than the 0 N/m group throughout exposure (beginning difference: 0.288N, CI: (0.09, 0.49), $p < 0.01$), middle difference: 0.258N, CI: (0.12, 0.43), $p < 0.01$, end difference: 0.273, CI: (0.11, 0.41), $p < 0.01$). There was a trend towards the 60 N/m group having greater LFOFF than the 30 N/m group at the end of exposure (difference: 0.146N, CI: (0.0,0.30), $p = 0.065$). During post-exposure, only a main effect for time was detected ($F(1,33) = 5.44, p < 0.05$).

Results from the ANOVA on the force channel data revealed no group difference in lateral force applied against the channel wall, nor was there a Group x Time interaction (all $p > 0.1$), but there was a main effect for time ($F(1.25,41.14) = 7.02, p < 0.01$). Post-hoc pairwise t-tests revealed a significant decrease in applied lateral force from the first block of 6 channel trials (mean = 1.26N) to the last block of force channel trials (mean = 0.42N) ($p < 0.05$, Bonferroni corrected).
Figure 2-5: Experiment 2 lateral force against force channel. See caption for Figure 2-3
2.3.3 Interexperimental comparisons

Although these were separate experiments, we wanted to quantify the performance difference using a common measure. Therefore, we compared the lateral force during force channel trials between experiments during the last block of 6 force channel trials. In the final block of exposure in experiment 1 participants experiencing the -40° visual feedback rotation were producing movements that most closely match those produced by participants in the second experiment reaching to 40° rotated targets. We also chose the force channel trials for this analysis because there is no confound in the relationship between position and force due to different spring constants between groups. Since the force channel constrains movement to a straight path to the target, the lateral forces applied by the spring force are negligible in all groups. Therefore, we performed a 3 group x 2 experiment ANOVA on the final 6 trial block at 95% of movement extent. Results showed a main effect for group \( F(2,75) = 10.34, p < 0.01 \) and a Group x Experiment interaction \( F(2,75) = 4.92, p < 0.05 \). Post-hoc analysis showed that lateral force in the 60 N/m group in experiment 1 was significantly greater than the 60 N/m group in experiment 2 [difference 0.94N; \( p < 0.05 \)]. This suggests that in our task, interference can be elicited by producing asymmetrical movements and is increased by adding an adaptation component.
**Figure 2-6: Interexperiment interference comparison.** Interexperiment comparison of force channel trials, assessed during the last 6 force channel trials of the exposure phase at 95% of movement extent. Bar color corresponds to the magnitude of the spring constant, applied to both hands, of a virtual spring directed towards the home position.
2.4 Discussion

In two experiments we showed that in a center-out reaching task where both hands are required to concurrently produce discrete asymmetrical movements, visible and perturbed (Experiment 1) or visible and directionally shifted (Experiment 2) hand movements interfered with the control of the other, non-visible, kinesthetically controlled hand in specific ways: (1) when the force demands for movement were increased, interference increased, and (2) when asymmetrical movements were elicited via adaptation in one hand, interference in the kinesthetically controlled contralateral hand was more pronounced. This was shown by a dose-response in interference due to increasing resistive forces and a sustained amount of interference when participants were exposed to a visuomotor perturbation to which they adapted over time.

In the first experiment, when participants were required to adapt to a 40° visual feedback rotation in the right hand, we observed an increase in interference as the force demands for reaching increased in a dose-response fashion (LFOFF). Additionally, over the course of adaptation, interference increased over time in both kinematic and kinetic measures. This result extends previous work (Kagerer, 2015, 2016a), which showed interference in the kinesthetically controlled left hand in both the feedforward and feedback components of movement, by showing interference can be increased by applying resistive forces. In our second experiment, interference quickly reached its maximum level within the first few trials and remained elevated for the duration of the exposure phase. However, when interference was measured using a force channel in the left hand, interference decreased over time.

Interference has been described as a process mediated by neural crosstalk allowing for the co-contraction of homologous muscles. For example, interference observed in asymmetric continuous tasks such as circling has been proposed to be a consequence of neural crosstalk.
which acts to couple the actions of the two limbs (Heuer et al., 2001; Spijkers & Heuer, 2007). In discrete tasks, amplitude coupling may indicate that bimanual reaching is programmed not independently for each limb, but through a functional grouping of muscles acting as a single unit (Kelso et al., 1979). Interference observed in our experiments could represent the assimilation of spatial or dynamic information in the interfered-with left hand from the right hand. With respect to modulation of interference through force, previous studies have shown that interference increased with force demands during asymmetrical reaching (Walter & Swinnen, 1990), polyrhythm tasks (Kennedy et al., 2017), and isometric force production (Cunningham, 2017). A potential mechanism contributing to neural crosstalk is, e.g., modulations in inhibitory cortical circuitry. Interhemispheric inhibition from the more engaged to the less engaged hemisphere is inversely correlated with muscle activation, such that greater isometric force production releases inhibition in the less engaged hemisphere (Perez & Cohen, 2008). Therefore, it is possible that the interference observed in our experiment is the result of decreased inhibition of the hemisphere controlling the kinesthetically guided hand. The reduced inhibition may lead to increased muscle activity in the hand that is being interfered with in response to motor commands being conferred by the adapting hand/hemisphere system. Additionally, in our experiments, we see that when participants are required to adapt to a visuomotor perturbation in one hand in order to produce asymmetrical reaches, the interference is more pronounced and sustained compared to simply reaching to rotated targets. This observation is supported by our kinetic measures, such that LFOFF in the first experiment exhibits a dose-response to an increasing resistive force, but not in the second experiment. Also, the lateral force applied against the force channel in the left hand was sustained for participants in the first experiment, but that force decreased across exposure for participants in the second experiment. Therefore,
interference may reflect a communication of kinetic information across the hemispheres via neural crosstalk, but it can be enhanced by adding an adaptive component to the task.

We propose here that interference via neural crosstalk is bolstered by a shared internal model, where both controllers are accessing a sensorimotor map that is updated for the right, perturbed hand and is shared with the left, kinesthetically controlled hand. Previous research has shown that when two hands control a shared cursor, and one hand is perturbed by a force-field, both hands counter the perturbation. However, when each hand controls its own cursor, adaptation was only seen in the hand receiving the perturbation (Diedrichsen, 2007). Therefore, the control policy appears to be optimized for the task constraints. Our task differs from Diedrichsen’s in two important ways: First, we use a visuomotor perturbation instead of a dynamic perturbation. Adaptation to dynamic perturbations shows limited interlimb transfer (Tcheang et al., 2007), and is thought to be represented in an intrinsic, joint-centered coordinate frame whereas adaptation to visuomotor perturbations are represented in extrinsic, head-centered coordinate frames (Krakauer et al., 1999). Second, participants in our experiments did not receive visual feedback about the left hand, and left hand trajectories did not influence control of the visible cursor. This effectively removes the task constraint that led to spatial coupling in Diedrichsen’s experiment. Therefore, the deviated movements in our experiments are the result of motor information from one hand interfering with the control of the other.

It is plausible that interference during bimanual reaching is the behavioral consequence of sharing a common control policy communicated by neural populations between hemispheres. When participants are required to produce these asymmetrical movements via adaptation, neural populations that rely heavily on visual processing may have been more engaged compared to those in participants who reached to rotated targets. One possible explanation for the more robust
and sustained interference in the first experiment may be predicted by optimal control theory (see Scott, 2004 for review) such that neuronal activity in the primary motor cortex is modulated by behavioral context. It has been shown that distinct neuronal populations represent different hierarchical levels of sensory feedback processing during movement. Namely, there are populations that respond to the direction of movement, while other populations respond to which muscles are needed to produce a movement (Georgopoulos et al., 1986; Kakei et al., 1999). Therefore, if the motor system optimizes control at each level independently, the overall system will converge to an optimal solution (Herter et al., 2007). Further, this increased recruitment of neuronal populations is thought to result in upregulation of sensory feedback gain, leading to an increased reliance on sensory feedback. This, in turn, could then result in the more robust interference seen in our first experiment where there was a dose-response in interference as the force demands increased, a result not found in the second experiment. Franklin et al. showed similar multimodal sensory feedback upregulation in an experiment in which participants became more sensitive to shifts in cursor position as they adapted to a force-field perturbation (Franklin et al., 2012). According to optimal feedback control theory, producing movements in an unfamiliar environment down-regulates the importance of feedforward predictions of the sensory consequences of movement in favor of upregulating sensitivity to actual sensory feedback. Therefore, participants making reaches under visual feedback perturbation in our first experiment may be more sensitive to proprioceptive and tactile feedback resulting in an interference pattern in the left hand that coincides with the resistive spring constant.

It has been proposed that sensorimotor adaptation tasks like the one employed here may not be entirely driven by an implicit learning process, but that participants supplement with an explicit strategy (Mazzoni & Krakauer, 2006; Taylor et al., 2014). In our experiments, we did not
have a direct measure for determining the contribution of an explicit component in the adaptation. However, our second experiment is a strictly explicit task – participants are reaching to rotated targets under veridical feedback, with no adaptation required in the right hand. It is plausible to assume that interference in our tasks is due in part to competing explicit strategies, but when comparing to experiment 1, one can argue the sharing of an implicit internal model contributes to more robust interference in our task. A potential avenue for future study would be to systematically test the contributions of each process to the interference phenomenon. One challenge facing this prospect is the lack of empirical data regarding implicit vs. explicit contributions during bimanual tasks. We propose that interference in our experiments may reflect the contribution of both processes. Interference in our second experiment may result from a breakdown in participants’ ability to execute two different explicit strategies. Participants were instructed to continue moving straight toward the targets with the nonvisible left hand while performing reaches to a different set of targets in the visible right hand. In this context, one could argue that participants were required to engage in two different explicit tasks. The breakdown in coordination may result from neural crosstalk communicating the spatial and dynamic information of the explicit strategy in the right hand to the left hand. If one adopted this reasoning, it could be argued that in the first experiment, the addition of a more implicit component enhanced the interference through a sensorimotor representation update in the right hand and shared with the left hand.

This study is one of few to have looked at the influence on adaptation on interference, and to the best of our knowledge, one of only a handful studies to show that adaptation up-regulates gain for sensory information not present in the perturbation (see Franklin et al., 2012; Franklin, Wolpert, & Franklin, 2017). This informs our understanding of adaptation from the
optimal feedback control theory perspective to suggest that sensorimotor integration, comparing expected and actual sensory feedback, may have cross-modal interactions. We also found that interference in discrete movement tasks induced by imposing spatial constraints is enhanced by motor adaptation in one hand. This work contributes to our understanding of the complex coordinative actions that resembling naturalistic movement and suggests adaptation increases the communication between hemispheres. Further research investigating the factors influencing the transfer of motor information from one hemisphere/hand to the other should consider the adaptive process as an important factor in task development.
CHAPTER 3 - STRUCTURAL LEARNING GENERALIZES TO A CONTRALATERAL EFFECTOR

3.1 Introduction

The ability for humans to adapt to seemingly random environments belies the fact that there often exists some underlying structure to the relationship between sensory input and motor output. The neuromotor system can extract invariant properties of the environment and apply the necessary actions in order to produce highly reliable movements in the face of this uncertainty. The ability to sip coffee from a mug while seated in your kitchen requires countering the acceleration due to gravity – a compensation many of us find trivial. However, accomplishing this feat on a moving subway train that is jostling side-to-side may be a challenge for the novice rider. Through years of practice, we have adapted to our environment by generating some internal knowledge of the relationship between our movements and the corresponding sensory information we should expect in such an environment. That is, we have developed an internal model used to predict the sensory consequences of movement, and we generate an optimized output to counter the perturbation (Todorov & Jordan, 2002). Motor control researchers investigate the updating of this internal model by manipulating feedback participants receive about the environment and measure the change in motor behavior. Typically, motor adaptation is investigated using abrupt perturbations to sensory feedback such as rotations in visual feedback (Krakauer, Pine, Ghilardi, & Ghez, 2000) or velocity dependent force fields (Diedrichsen, 2007; Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994) and improvement in performance is measured over time. In these tasks, the perturbation is fixed – that is, the magnitude and direction does not change trial to trial. The motor control system ‘solves’ for the perturbation by countering its specific effects,
and in control systems literature, this is known as *parametric* system identification (Tutunji, 2016). If we now extend our coffee example to sipping on a subway car jostling along the track, we can consider how the neuromotor system confronts a more complex environment. There are accelerations that vary in magnitude and direction, such that solving for one parameter leads to an underdefined solution. In order to counter the jostling of the train, the set of corrective actions one could take would span three-dimensional space. However, in our example, let us say the perturbations can only occur side-to-side, or forward and backward with any magnitude. That is, there is structure to the perturbations. This structure would constrain the possible solutions to a lower dimensional space existing on the transverse plane. It is important to note that the perturbations are still random, in both magnitude and direction, but the rider is capable of learning the underlying structure to the perturbations. Braun and colleagues refer to this learning-to-learn phenomenon as structural learning (Braun et al., 2009a).

According to Braun et al., structural learning confers three advantages that lead to facilitated adaptation. First, when learning to counter a fixed perturbation, adaptation will occur faster if this perturbation lies within the previously learned structure, termed structure-specific facilitation. Second, it has been shown that consolidation of motor memories is interfered with when participants are instructed to learn two consecutive tasks with competing control strategies – i.e. learning a $30^\circ$ visuomotor rotation followed immediately by a $-30^\circ$ rotation (Krakauer, 2005). Since both rotations lie within the same structure, structure-specific interference reduction protects against both retrograde- and anterograde interference in motor memory consolidation. Finally, when switching to a new task that belongs to the same structure, for example training on perturbations oriented in the sagittal plane followed by testing on perturbations in the transverse plane, participants favor initial reaches in the sagittal plane, termed structure-specific
exploration. This final benefit suggests that structural training should generalize to broader contexts as long as the new task lies within the previously learned structure.

A remarkable feature of our motor system is the ability to apply motor skills to new contexts, even if we have not encountered them before. A right-handed person would surely write her name with a notepad located on the right side, but she could just as easily write her name with the paper on her left. This ability to perform a motor task to another workspace location is known as generalization. Generalization has been shown in complex adaptation tasks, where participants learned to overcome novel task dynamics with one limb in an ipsilateral workspace and showed this learning transferred to the contralateral workspace with the same limb (Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). Generalization literature has primarily focused on the extent to which motor adaptation in one limb transfers to a contralateral limb. Interlimb transfer has been shown for visuomotor perturbations (Sainburg & Wang, 2002; Wang & Lei, 2015), dynamic perturbations (Joiner et al., 2013), and complex sequence learning tasks (Laszlo et al., 1970; Panzer et al., 2018). During such tasks, participants learn to counter novel perturbations or new complex movements in one limb and are subsequently tested using the other limb. To test interlimb savings, the contralateral limb is exposed to the same perturbation adapted to in the training limb (Stockinger et al., 2015), whereas interlimb transfer of after-effects can be assayed by training one limb to counter a perturbation and subsequently testing the contralateral limb on a null-field (Wang & Lei, 2015). However, it has not yet been shown whether and to what extent structural learning can generalize to a contralateral effector. One potential issue is in determining what constitutes transfer or what constitutes savings in such a task. Participants engaging in structural training are not exposed to the fixed perturbation experienced during the testing phase (savings), nor will they learn to introduce movement bias due to the mean distribution of
perturbations being zero (transfer) (see Supplement of Braun et al., 2009). However, structural learning should generalize to a contralateral effector because participants will engage in structure-specific exploration of a previously learned structure in the other limb. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to determine what, if any control characteristics of structural learning generalizes to a contralateral effector. We exposed participants to random visuomotor perturbations in one hand, followed by a testing session with a fixed rotation in hand feedback in the other hand. If structural learning generalizes to a contralateral effector, through structure-specific exploration, participants would show facilitated adaptation to a fixed perturbation lying in the same structure compared to participants who trained under veridical feedback alone.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Participants

Twenty six, right handed individuals (age: 20.5 ± 1 years, 21 female) participated in our experiment; each scored at least +70 of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory – Short Form (Oldfield, 1971; Veale, 2013). Each participant gave informed consent, and the study procedures were approved by the Michigan State University Institutional Review Board.

3.2.2 Procedures

Following the assessment of handedness, participants were seated at a bimanual Kinarm endpoint lab (BKin Technologies, Kingston, ON). They interacted with one of two manipulanda at a time that controlled a virtual cursor projected on a screen occluding vision of the hands. The task consisted of a training session in the right hand, immediately followed by a testing session in the left hand. During the training session, participants were instructed to move a virtual cursor representing the location of the hand from a home position to a target position located 10cm either straight ahead (90°) or straight backwards (270°) from the home position. Participants were
instructed to move as straight, fast, and accurately as possible to the target position, wait in the
target until the home position reappeared, and move back to the home position. Data were
recorded only for the center-out reach. Following a baseline period of 16 trials with veridical
visual feedback, participants either continued with veridical feedback (control group) or
experienced pseudorandom rotations in visual feedback (structure group) for 240 trials. The
perturbation schedule was derived from Braun et al. (Braun et al., 2009a), such that participants
were exposed to the same rotation for 4 consecutive trials (2 to 90° target, 2 to 270° target), but
then experienced a new randomly generated rotation for the next block of 4 trials resulting in 60
unique rotations per participant. Rotation amounts ranged from +/- 90° and excluded a +/- 10°
range around both +60° and -60°. The training session ended with a washout period of 16 trials of
veridical feedback for both groups. The reason for excluding rotation amounts around +/- 60°
was that following the training session in the right hand, participants performed a testing session
in the left hand. Following 16 trials of veridical feedback, both groups adapted to a fixed rotation
of 60° in cursor feedback. Finally, veridical feedback was restored for another 16 trials to
measure the aftereffects of adaptation.

In the study by Braun et al., participants reached to 8 radially arranged targets, with a
new randomly generated rotation amount applied once for each target (Braun et al., 2009a). In
our experiment, we had participants make only 4 consecutive reaches under the same rotation
amount; since this could have limited the participants’ ability to learn the structure of the
perturbations, we performed an additional study (‘replication study’) with 10 participants (5
control, 5 structure) who performed both the training and testing sessions in the right hand only.
This way, we verified that the changes we made to our perturbation schedule did not prevent
acquisition of the structure.
3.2.3 Data Analysis

Our primary outcome measure for the adaptation of feedforward processes was initial directional error (IDE), defined as the angle between a vector pointing from the home to target positions and a second vector pointing from the home position and the location of the hand at peak velocity. For measures of adaptation involving both feedforward and feedback processes, we also calculated root mean square error (RMSE) as the square root of the sum of squares of the lateral distance between the hand position and a line between the target and home positions, normalized to movement length. In addition, we calculated movement time (MT), movement length (ML), and normalized jerk (nJ) (see (Teulings et al., 1997) for calculation).

Each outcome measure was normalized by subtracting each participant’s mean value during baseline from all trials, and data were reduced by binning into 4 trials blocks. Unpaired t-tests were performed during the washout period in the right hand to verify the perturbation schedule experienced by the structure group did not introduce movement bias that may be transferred to the training session. In the training session, we performed a 2 (group) x 2 (time) mixed design ANOVA for each measure where time refers to the first and last 4 trial block during exposure to the fixed perturbation in the left hand. Significant Group x Time interactions were further analyzed by performing unpaired t-tests at both the first and last 4-trials blocks of exposure with Bonferroni correction. Heteroscedasticity was controlled for using Welch two sample t-tests where necessary. Statistical analyses were performed in R (R-project) using the afex statistical package.
3.3 Results

3.3.1 Replication Study

Similar to the findings of Braun et al. (Braun et al., 2009a), participants in the structural training group in our replication study showed facilitated adaptation compared to controls. This result was seen both in feedforward (IDE: Figure 3-1, left panel) and feedback processes (RMSE: Figure 3-1, right panel). Interestingly, the difference between groups in IDE did not emerge until the second 4 trial block of the exposure phase. This may be due to the smaller block size (4 trials) used for data reduction in our experiment compared to 8 trial blocks used by Braun et al.. Since the fixed perturbation was abruptly applied, participants likely reached straight towards the targets in accordance with their established internal model, but after only 4 trials, the structure group quickly searched the previously learned structure for an appropriate response. These results confirm that the changes we made to the perturbation schedule experienced by the structure group in training allowed for structural learning in both feedforward and feedback measures. The remainder of the Results section will focus on the outcome of our main experiment to determine if structural training can generalize to a contralateral effector.

3.3.2 Training

We performed an unpaired Welch two sample t-test comparing IDE in the right hand between groups during the post-training period to ensure no bias was introduced in the structure group. Results show there was no difference in IDE between groups (p = 0.27) indicating that, although participants in the structure group are learning the underlying structure of visuomotor rotations, there is no systematic bias in the feedforward component of reaching.
Figure 3-1: Replication study adaptation. Initial directional error (IDE), left panel, and root mean squared error (RMSE), right panel, for the testing session in the right hand. Following training to either veridical reaching (control) or random rotations in hand feedback (structure), participants were exposed to a fixed 60° rotation in hand feedback. Facilitated adaptation was seen in both feedforward (IDE) and feedback processes (RMSE) when testing was performed in the same hand that trained, replicating the findings of (Bond & Taylor, 2017; Braun et al., 2009b).
3.3.3 Testing

Following training in the right hand, participants in both groups were instructed to adapt to a fixed 60° rotation in visual feedback in the left hand. For IDE, while there was no main effect for group (p = 0.38), there was a main effect for time [F(1,24) = 146.5, p < 0.0001] and a Group x Time interaction [F(1,24) = 5.38, p = 0.03]. Post-hoc analysis revealed that participants in the structure group adapted faster to the initial exposure [first exposure block: t(23.1) = 2.52, p = 0.038]) but that both groups attained the same level of overall adaptation near the end of exposure (p > 0.05 at last exposure block). This suggests that participants in both groups significantly reduced their initial reaching error over the course of the exposure phase. And while participants in both groups attained the same level of adaptation by the end of the exposure phase, participants in the structure group adapted their feedforward processes faster. These results are shown in Figure 3-2.
Figure 3-2: Transfer study adaptation: IDE (left panel) and RMSE (right panel) in the left hand testing session following right hand training to either veridical reaching (control) or random rotations in hand feedback (structure). Facilitated adaptation transferred to the non-dominant hand, suggesting structural training generalizes to a contralateral effector.
For RMSE, our measure for the linearity of movement which contains both feedforward and feedback processes, there was a trend for the main effect for group \([F(1,24) = 3.64, p = 0.07]\) and a main effect for time \([F(1,24) = 304.4, p < 0.0001]\). We also found a significant Group x Time interaction \([F(1,24) = 9.74, p < 0.01]\). Post-hoc analysis showed that during the first 4 trials of exposure, participants in the structure group moved straighter than those in the control group \([t(17.7) = 3.05, p < 0.05]\), but there was no significant difference at the end of exposure \((p > 0.05)\). These results indicate that both groups are producing straighter movements as exposure to the perturbation persists, but that participants in the structure group reach straighter initially, but the two groups attain the same level of movement straightness by the end of exposure. Figure 3-2 illustrates these findings, and differences between the groups is limited to the first 4 reaches during the exposure phase. Finally, we show clear aftereffects in both IDE and RMSE, but two-sample t-tests at the first block of post-exposure shows no difference between groups \((both \ p > 0.05)\). This suggests that both groups have achieved the same level of adaptation by the end of the exposure phase.

To further assess how participants adapted both the feedforward and feedback components of movement, we assessed MT, ML, and nJ. In all three outcome measures, we found significant main effects for group and time, as well as significant Group x Time interactions. We also found that for each variable, post-hoc analysis reported a significant difference between the two groups during the first block of exposure, but that both groups performed similarly at the last block of exposure. Additionally, in each of these measures, two sample t-tests at the first block of post-exposure show no difference between groups, further supporting the notion that both groups reached the same level of adaptation \((all \ p > 0.05)\). The inferential statistics are summarized in Table 3-1 and results are illustrated in Figure 3-3.
together, our results suggest that participants in the structure group are moving faster, shorter,
and smoother than those in the control group at the beginning, but not at the end of the exposure
phase.
Figure 3-3: Transfer study transfer of feedback measures: Movement time (MT), change in movement length (ML) and normalized jerk score (nJ) for the left hand in response to a 60° rotation in hand feedback. Participants who previously trained in the right hand to random rotations moved faster, shorter, and smoother than those who trained with veridical visual feedback. Facilitated adaptation generalized to the contralateral effector, especially in these feedback measures.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Test Statistic</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Movement Time (MT)</td>
<td>Mixed method ANOVA</td>
<td>Group: F(1,24) = 8.66</td>
<td>Group: p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time: F(1,24) = 76.9</td>
<td>Time: p &lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>interaction: F(1,24) = 22.1</td>
<td>interaction: p &lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Movement Length (ML)</td>
<td>Mixed method ANOVA</td>
<td>Group: F(1,24) = 14.4</td>
<td>Group: p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time: F(1,24) = 216.7</td>
<td>Time: p &lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>interaction: F(1,24) = 25.4</td>
<td>interaction: p &lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Normalized Jerk Score (nJ)</td>
<td>Mixed method ANOVA</td>
<td>Group: F(1,24) = 8.4</td>
<td>Group: p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time: F(1,24) = 31.1</td>
<td>Time: p &lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>interaction: F(1,24) = 12.53</td>
<td>interaction: p &lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>Movement Time (MT)</td>
<td>Welch Two-Sample</td>
<td>Early: t(18.3) = 4.05</td>
<td>Early: p* &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Late: t(21.5) = 0.51</td>
<td>Late: p* = 0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Movement Length (ML)</td>
<td>Welch Two-Sample</td>
<td>Early: t(23.7) = 4.59</td>
<td>Early: p* &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Late: t(23.6) = 0.34</td>
<td>Late: p* = 0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Normalized Jerk Score (nJ)</td>
<td>Welch Two-Sample</td>
<td>Early: t(13.3) = 3.28</td>
<td>Early: p* &lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Late: t(20.9) = 0.84</td>
<td>Late: p* = 0.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3-1: Inferential statistics of feedback measures.** Summary of inferential statistics for movement time, movement length, and normalized jerk score. Mixed-method ANOVAs (lines a-c) were conducted with between-subjects factor group (control/structure) and within-subjects factor time (first 4 and last 4 trials of exposure). For post-hoc analyses, two Welch Two-sample t-tests (lines d-f) were conducted for each outcome variable, one for the first 4 trials and one for the last 4 trials during the exposure phase. * indicates the Bonferroni adjusted p-values for each test.
3.4 Discussion

Structural learning is described as a ‘learning-to-learn’ phenomenon that allows us to extract invariant features from our environment to aid learning on related tasks. This feature has been explored at length in cognitive tasks (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005). In motor tasks, structural learning has been shown to provide three structure-specific benefits to the learner: (1) facilitation on similar tasks, (2) interference reduction when exposed to conditions requiring opposite control strategies, and (3) exploration of a previously learned structure when confronted with a new task (Braun et al., 2009a). The purpose of this study was to determine if structural learning in one effector leads to facilitated adaptation in the contralateral effector. We show that, when participants trained to counter random rotations in visual feedback in the right hand (which, of course, could not be learned due to the randomness of the rotations), adaptation to a fixed rotation in the left hand was faster compared to participants who trained with veridical feedback alone. Reminiscent of early work in variable practice and motor schema formation (Schmidt, 1975; Wulf & Schmidt, 1988), Braun et al. were among the first to apply structural learning to visuomotor perturbation tasks, where they devised a series of three experiments, each showing one of the three benefits described above. Importantly, they describe learning from a Bayesian perspective such that the learner establishes a probability distribution that best describes the relationship between their prediction of the sensory consequences of movement with the actual feedback received during training (Braun et al., 2009, in Supplement). Therefore, in parametric learning, the prior probabilities update this mapping until a solution is achieved that minimizes the error between prediction and reality. That is, there must exist one point in parameter space that represents the solution to a given control problem, and in order to learn such a solution, one must map all causal dependencies in the input-output response of the system. However, in
structural learning, not all cause and effect relationships must be learned. Instead, one can learn an intermediary ‘meta-parameter’ that constrains the parameter space to a lower dimensionality. In the current experiment, this meta-parameter would represent the internal variables specific to rotations. Therefore, when exposed to a perturbation consisting of a fixed rotation in hand feedback, the participants who previously trained on a series of random rotations, will explore preferentially along this reduced dimensionality space. What we have shown here is that this constrained space is accessible to the contralateral effector. Moreover, the facilitated adaptation occurred in both the feedforward (IDE) and feedback (RMSE, MT, ML, nJ) components, hallmarks of an adaptive controller.

Adaptive control is most widely described for human motor control in the context of optimal feedback control theory (OFCT). Optimal control is achieved by the motor system by adjusting feedback gain in order to minimize the costs associated with the task specific goals and costs associated with muscle activation (Diedrichsen et al., 2010). One requirement for this process to be effective in the presence of delayed feedback and signal dependent noise is for the motor system to integrate actual sensory feedback with the predicted sensory consequences of movement. This sensory integration is then used to make a more accurate evaluation of the state of the effector which is then used to for optimal control (Todorov, 2004; Todorov & Jordan, 2002). Computational models of the OFCT employ a Kalman filter at this sensory integration step which modulates a parameter K in response to how much importance we place on our predictions or the actual sensory feedback (Shadmehr & Krakauer, 2008). When our belief in the predicted sensory consequences of movement is high K becomes large and we place more importance on feedforward control. Conversely, when our prediction is considered corrupted by noise, or in the case of adaptation experiments, perturbed by manipulations to sensory feedback,
K is reduced so that we place more importance on the feedback processes to assess the status of the effector (Schwartz, 2016). It has been proposed that this Kalman filter operates as a Bayesian estimator in which control is implemented on the basis of prior experience and predictions about the future (Vaziri et al., 2006). Therefore, in structural learning, the prior experience of being exposed to random rotations will make predictions about the optimal aiming direction ineffective in countering the perturbation. However, since there is structure to the perturbations, that is they always come in the form of rotations and not some other perturbation like gain manipulation, the prior experience allows one to make predictions about the form of feedback responses necessary to counter the perturbation. This would suggest that the motor system can adapt to such perturbations and it is possible the adaptation processes conforms to OFCT. In fact, Braun and colleagues found that exposure to random perturbations can be modelled by a simple optimal controller such that the observed mismatch between actual and predicted sensory information can be used for both adaptation of the state of the effector and the parameter estimation to drive optimal control (Braun et al., 2009b). Additionally, it has been shown that both the feedforward and feedback components of control are adapted during structural learning and that these processes are controlled independently (Yousif & Diedrichsen, 2012). In our current experiment, we replicate these findings to show that adaptation to both feedforward and feedback processes are facilitated by structural learning and extend previous work by shown both processes transfer to a contralateral effector. However, we show that transfer primarily occurs in the feedback processes, illustrated by Figures 3-2, 3-3 whereby group differences in IDE appear much smaller than in other measures. This may be due to the unpredictability of movements, thereby reducing the emphasis on feedforward predictions, or it may be a consequence of our transfer task only testing the non-dominant to dominant direction.
It has been shown that in transfer tasks, there is an asymmetry of transfer when training occurs first the in dominant hand and testing then occurs in the non-dominant hand, and vice-versa. Since our experiment first trained the dominant hand, followed by testing in the non-dominant hand, different control parameters may have selectively transferred. It has been shown that transfer from the non-dominant to dominant hand in both visuomotor (Wang & Sainburg, 2004) and curl-field adaptation (Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2003) is limited compared to transfer in the other direction. For this reason, we chose to limit our experiment to investigate the non-dominant to dominant direction. One avenue for future study would be to test transfer in the non-dominant to dominant direction to test the hypothesis that each arm has access to specialized motor information based on its propensity for either feedforward (dominant arm) or feedback (non-dominant arm) information in accordance with the dynamic dominance hypothesis (Sainburg & Kalakanis, 2000). Sainburg and Wang show that opposite arm training during visuomotor transfer improves the initial direction of subsequent testing of the dominant arm, while opposite arm training improves final endpoint accuracy during subsequent testing of the non-dominant arm (Sainburg & Wang, 2002). Our results support the latter finding, whereby outcome measures relying heavily on feedback processes (MT, ML, nJ) show greater transfer than initial directional error (IDE). Interestingly, it has recently been shown that during an interference task like the one used here, the right adapting hand imposed its control strength – trajectory control – onto the left kinesthetically controlled hand (Kagerer, 2014). Perhaps interference in our experiment is the result of both prior training transferring positional control and concurrent coordination imposing trajectory control onto the left hand. One other possibility is that the unpredictability of the training schedule led participants in the structure group to upregulate their sensitivity to feedback information. Then on subsequent testing in the
contralateral limb, they applied this optimal control strategy which led to the greatest improvements being observed in these feedback measures. Finally, we show that the facilitated transfer in the structure group is ephemeral. By approximately the 9th block (within first 20 trials of exposure to fixed perturbation), the two groups appear to converge to the same adaptation level. It has also been shown that the amount of transfer observed does not depend on the length or onset (gradual vs. abrupt) of the training period, but that extended training periods result in more sustained transfer (Joiner et al., 2013). This would suggest that longer training periods could extend the duration of the facilitated adaptation, but previous results within the same limb also show this ephemeral nature (Bond & Taylor, 2017; Braun et al., 2009a).

There exists a potential limitation in escribing facilitated adaptation to structure learning rather than the variable practice of parametric learning. In the current study, and similarly those previously exploring structural learning, the perturbation schedule allows for small bouts of parametric learning. During the training session in the current study, participants were allowed to adapt to the same perturbation for 4 consecutive trials. That is, they engaged in 60 bouts of adaptation to a fixed perturbation. Previous work on purely random force-field perturbations has shown that participants are capable of adapting to the mean direction and magnitude of the perturbation ensemble (Takahashi et al., 2001). Interestingly, they showed that compared to participants adapting to a fixed perturbation with the same value as the mean during random training, aftereffects were 42% smaller during null-field trials for those learning random rotation. Therefore, one may consider the null-field condition representing a unique solution on the belonging to the previously learned structure. Systematically investigating the role of perturbation ‘block’ width remains an open avenue for further study.
Structural learning is described as a ‘learning-to-learn’ phenomenon such that invariant properties of seemingly random relationships lead to faster learning, protection against conflicting tasks, and generalization to related tasks. Here we show that structural learning facilitates adaptation to a fixed rotation in hand feedback for the contralateral hand. Generalization to the contralateral hand was seen in both feedforward and feedback processes, but the largest effects were seen in feedback processes. This may be due to the unpredictability of motor training, leading to an upregulation in sensory feedback gains, or may reflect independence of feedforward and feedback processes in transfer tasks. Further research should investigate these avenues to better inform the processes of structural learning and motor transfer.
CHAPTER 4 - STRUCTURAL LEARNING INCREASES BIMANUAL INTERFERENCE

4.1 Introduction

The ability to coordinate the hands during bimanual reaching is a critical component of many activities of daily living. Often, the two hands are required to operate in unison, such as removing a hot pan from the oven, but other times the hands must produce coupled, yet independent actions, such as hammering a nail. However, there are circumstances where the independent control of effectors is limited by task difficulty. This can manifest behaviorally as an assimilation of movement characteristics of one effector by volitional control of the other. This motor interference is a natural feature of the motor control system. Mirrored interference, or mirrored movements, are common in children, but are considered pathologic if they persist beyond 10 years of age (Cox et al., 2012). Motor interference has also been shown in healthy adults, and is thought to involve the communication of motor information between the hemispheres via the corpus callosum (Franz et al., 1996). Swinnen suggests that interference is the result of spatiotemporal task constraints that, when a task becomes sufficiently difficult or asymmetric, produce new coordination patterns resembling interference (Swinnen, 2002). For example, when participants try to draw a circle with one hand while simultaneously drawing a line with the other, they produce shapes resembling a mixture of the two (Franz, 1997). In addition to directional interference, amplitude coupling is observed when participants attempt to produce center-out movements of different length (Sherwood, 1991). Moreover, when reaching to two targets with different spatial characteristics, people tend to match the velocity and acceleration profiles of each hand (Kelso et al., 1979). Taken together, it is understood that fully
independent control of the limbs depends on task constraints, and certain tasks can elicit motor interference.

One potential mechanism for motor interference is neural crosstalk. This is often described as activation of a resting limb by projections that originate in the ipsilateral hemisphere which controls an actively engaged limb, or by interhemispheric projections from the contralateral hemisphere (Li et al., 2007). Neural crosstalk is typically measured using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and electromyography (EMG) in tasks involving isometric contractions of the hands. Participants are instructed to produce increasing amounts of force in one hand while the other hand rests quietly at their side. Both increases in muscle activity in the resting limb and changes to cortical excitability have been observed in these tasks (Cunningham, 2017; Perez & Cohen, 2008). TMS data show that with increasing voluntary contraction in one hand, there is a systematic release of both interhemispheric inhibition from the active-to-resting motor cortex and intrahemispheric inhibition in the resting motor cortex (Perez & Cohen, 2008, 2009). This dose-response in changes to motor cortex excitability follows with behavioral tasks showing a dose-response in interference when the force demands for reaching increase (Walter & Swinnen, 1990; Brunfeldt, et al., in review). Therefore, it is possible that interference in discrete reaching tasks is mediated by a release of interhemispheric inhibition and a systematic increase in cortical excitability observed in isometric force tasks. In addition to showing a dose-response in interference with the force demands for movement, Brunfeldt et al. show that when asymmetrical movements are induced by one hand having to adapt to a visuomotor perturbation, the interference is more robust (Brunfeldt, et al., in review). Their interpretation is that the adaptation process enhances interference by the sharing of an updated
internal model generated by the adapting hand to bolster the underlying interhemispheric communication via neural crosstalk.

The concept of an internal model comes from optimal feedback control theory (OFCT), and has been suggested as an explanation of interference in bimanual reaching tasks (Kagerer, 2015, 2016a). Briefly, this theory posits that in order to control movements with delayed and noisy feedback, the motor system must generate (via an internal model) a prediction about the sensory consequences of movement. This prediction is integrated with the actual sensory feedback in order to more accurately define that state of the effector and feedback gains are regulated to form an optimal control law governing movement (Todorov, 2004; Todorov & Jordan, 2002). Interference, when viewed as an assimilation of movement characteristics, then may be described as a coordination pattern that attempts to minimize the control effort associated with bimanual movements. In fact, Diedrichsen has shown that when controlling a shared cursor, where one hand must adapt to a force perturbation, the optimal control strategy is one where both hands counter the perturbation. However, when each hand controls its own cursor, only the hand receiving the perturbation corrects for it. (Diedrichsen, 2007). In the shared cursor scenario, it may be that participants are cued to share the updated internal model by sharing the cursor, resulting in motor interference. From the OFCT perspective, adaptation drives the motor system to up- or down-regulate its sensitivity to actual sensory feedback based on the veracity of the predicted sensory consequences of movement (Franklin et al., 2012), and if this representation is shared among effectors, interference may be affected by manipulating the adaptation process. Moreover, interference is dose-dependent on the force demands for reaching and adaptation serves to bolster this response by making participants more sensitive to proprioceptive feedback (Brunfeldt et al., in review). Therefore, the purpose of this study is to determine if manipulating
the way in which participants adapt to a visuomotor perturbation influences interference during a bimanual reaching task. To do this, we designed a task that would manipulate the rate at which participants adapted to a visuomotor perturbation in one hand, while the other hand operated under kinesthetic control. One way to manipulate adaptation is to gradually introduce the perturbation (Kagerer et al., 1997; Turnham et al., 2012). However, this would result in the difference between the predicted and actual sensory feedback (error signal) remaining small throughout adaptation, giving high veracity to the predicted sensory feedback. Alternatively, having participants learn random rotations should deemphasize this prediction in favor of feedback information, which may lead to greater interference via an upregulation in feedback gain. Fortunately, learning random rotations leads to facilitated adaptation through a processes called structural learning (Bond & Taylor, 2017; Braun et al., 2009b, 2009a).

Structural learning is described as a ‘learning-to-learn’ phenomenon where invariant features of the environment are extracted to facilitate learning and adaptation (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005). Structural learning has its origins in the variability of practice literature, and is similar to both Schmidt’s motor schema theory (Schmidt, 1975) and contextual interference (see Magill & Hall, 1990 for review). In the context of visuomotor learning, participants who train to counter random rotations in visual feedback cannot learn a fixed solution to this control problem, but rather they learn how to counter rotations ‘in general’. Structural training therefore provides three benefits to the learner: (1) they will learn any perturbation belonging to a previously learned structure faster than a novice learner, (2) they will be less susceptible to perturbations that require opposite control strategies, and (3) they will learn new tasks faster, if those belong to the previously learned structure (Braun et al., 2009a). Importantly, structural learning affects both the feedforward and feedback learning processes independently (Yousif &
Diedrichsen, 2012), and feedback processes are more affected due to the unpredictability of the training schedule (Brunfeldt et al. (b), in prep). Therefore, if participants first engage in structural training to upregulate their sensitivity to primarily feedback processes, and are then exposed to an interference task which requires them to produce asymmetrical movements via adaptation in one hand, we hypothesize interference will be greater in structural learners compared to those not previously exposed to random rotations in hand feedback.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Participants

A total of 31 people volunteered to participate in our study. Following removal of one participant for a failure to comply with task instructions, thirty young adults (age: 19.1 ± 0.5 years, 21 female) completed all testing procedures. Each participant scored at least +70 on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory – Short Form (Oldfield, 1971; Veale, 2013) to verify only strongly right handed volunteers participated in our experiment. Study procedures were approved by the Michigan State University Institutional Review Board prior to participant recruitment, and participants consented to the following procedures.

4.2.2 Procedures

Participants were comfortably seated at a bimanual Kinarm endpoint robot (Kinarm, BKin Technologies, Kingston ON). They completed two center-out reaching tasks, first with the right hand, and immediately followed by a bimanual task. In both tasks, vision of the hands was occluded by a mirror on which visual feedback of the hands was projected with a single cursor in the unimanual task and two cursors in the bimanual task. In the unimanual training task, participants were instructed to move the cursor with their right hand from a home position located in the right workspace to a target located 10cm either straight forward (90°) or straight
backward (270°). They were verbally instructed to move as straight, fast, and accurately as possible to the peripheral target. Following a baseline of 16 trials with veridical feedback, participants in the control group (n = 15) continued to reach with veridical visual feedback for 240 trials, but participants in the structure group (n = 15) were exposed to a random visuomotor rotations. The perturbation schedule was derived from Braun et al. (Braun et al., 2009a), whereby every 4 trials a newly generated random rotation was applied for 4 consecutive trials, for a total of 60 unique rotations throughout this exposure phase. The set of possible rotations ranged from -/+ 90° and excluded a +/- 10° range centered around both +40° and -40°. Both groups then completed 16 trials with veridical feedback.

Immediately following the training task, participants in both groups completed the same bimanual interference task to assess the sharing of motor information across hemispheres (Kagerer, 2015, 2016a). Participants were instructed to reach simultaneously with both hands as straight, fast, and accurately as possible from two home positions to two target positions located 10cm straight ahead (90°) or straight backward (270°) from their respective home positions. After 20 visual baseline trials with veridical feedback for both hands, vision of the left hand was removed, and participants were instructed to continue reaching with both hands for 20 more kinesthetic baseline trials. Since they did not receive visual feedback for the left hand, participants were instructed to stop moving when they estimated to be in the target location. The exposure phase consisted on 140 trials where an abrupt 40° rotation in visual feedback was introduced in the right hand, requiring participants to compensate in the counterclockwise direction. Visual feedback for the left hand remained off during the exposure phase, making that hand more susceptible to interference from the adapting right hand. Participants were told to continue moving straight with the left hand toward its respective target. The post-exposure
phase, of 40 trials under veridical feedback, was used to assess aftereffects of the adaptation.

Figure 4-1 shows a schematic of the experimental design.
Figure 4-1: Experimental procedures flowchart: The experiment consisted of two tasks. First in the training task, with only the right hand, participants trained either with veridical (control) or random rotations in visual feedback (structure). Next, they completed the interference task using both hands were both groups were exposed to a fixed 40° rotation in hand feedback in the right hand, while the left hand did not receive visual feedback making it susceptible to interference from the right.
Recently, it has been proposed that motor adaptation may not be entirely driven by implicit processes, and that adaptation may contain an explicit component (Mazzoni & Krakauer, 2006; Taylor et al., 2014). Therefore, it is possible interference in our task represents the application of an explicit strategy, formed to counter the perturbation in the right hand, and applied to the left hand. To assay the contribution of an explicit strategy to interference, we asked participants to take a short survey between the exposure and post-exposure phases. We chose this timepoint because it represents the moment when participants would have had the greatest exposure to the perturbation and the administration of the survey would not interfere with the adaptation process itself. The survey was conducted on two separate sheets of paper, one for 90° reaches and one for 270° reaches. This was done to limit participants’ responses to one reaching direction at a time so to avoid repeated measures confounds. Each sheet of paper had the home and target locations marked with small circles. A large outer circle was centered at the ‘home’ location and extended to the ‘target’ location. Participants were instructed to place an “X” on the large outer circle at the location where they were aiming with their right hand. We measured the angle between the target vector and a vector starting at the ‘home’ location and the location of the “X” drawn by the participant for each forward/backward reach. Survey material are located in the Appendix.

4.2.3 Data Analysis

In the right, adapting hand, we calculated initial directional error (IDE), defined as the angle between the target vector and movement vector at peak hand velocity as our primary measure of feedforward adaptation. Our primary measure of feedback adaptation was root mean squared error (RMSE), calculated as the cumulative sum of lateral distance between the hand path and a straight-line path to the target, normalized to sample number.
In the left, interfered-with hand, our primary measure for assessing the feedforward component of interference was initial directional error (IDE), and as an additional measure of feedforward interference, we measured the lateral force at peak velocity (LFPV) participants applied to the manipulandum. Our primary measure of feedback interference was endpoint directional error (EDE), calculated as the angle between the target vector and movement vector at movement offset. Additionally, we measured the lateral force as offset (LFOFF). In roughly 20% of trials, we applied a force channel to the left hand that constrained movement to a straight path to the target. This allowed us to measure the lateral force applied throughout the movement to assess how interference develops as a function of movement extent.

For the training task, we performed a two sample t-test on IDE values in the post-training phase of 16 trials with veridical feedback to verify participants in the structure group did not develop a movement bias due to visuomotor savings (Zarahn et al., 2008). For the interference task, we took the absolute values for IDE, EDE, LFPV, LFOFF, and force channel data to correct for sign differences in forward vs. backward trials. We then subtracted the mean baseline performance from all exposure and post-exposure trials to correct for baseline differences in all outcome variables. Data were reduced into 10 trial blocks for a total of 22 blocks in the interference task. For force channel data, we resampled the force time-series data to 1000 samples and averaged 6 consecutive force channel trials at the beginning (first 30 trials), middle 30 trials and last 30 trials of the exposure phase. This allowed us to examine how interference in the left hand developed over the movement extent across the exposure phase. For IDE, RMSE, EDE, LFPV, and LFOFF we performed separate mixed model ANOVAs with between-subjects factor group (control/structure) and within-subjects factor time (early-middle-late exposure) where these timepoints correspond blocks 5, 12, and 18, respectively. We also performed 2 group x 2 time
ANOVAs during the post-exposure phase, where time referred to blocks 19 and 22, to assess aftereffects. Significant interactions were followed by two sample t-tests at each timepoint to determine where significant group differences were observed. All statistical procedures were conducted in R 3.6, with the afex package (ANOVAs) or base t.test function; violations to sphericity were corrected for using the Greenhouse-Geisser method (ANOVA) or by performing Welch’s Two Sample t-tests (t-tests); we used Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. Finally, we report generalized eta-squared (ges) effects sizes for ANOVAs (Olejnik & Algina, 2003) and 95% confidence intervals of the difference in means between the two groups for t-tests.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Right, adapting hand

A critical check of testing procedures is to verify that exposing the structure group to random rotations in hand feedback did not introduce movement bias—i.e., to make sure no ‘covert’ parametric learning occurred. Welch’s Two Sample t-tests on IDE data in the post-training (washout) phase showed no difference between structural learners and those who had only been exposed to veridical visual feedback. \[t(111.6) = 1.2, p = 0.23, \text{CI: } (-0.65, 2.66)\]. While these data support that no parametric learning can be detected in our task, significant differences in the right hand during the interference task, where the right hand adapted to a fixed 40° rotation, would suggest that participants in the structure group relied on a previously learned structure to facilitate adaptation. In IDE for the right hand, we found a main effects for group \[F(1,28) = 7.26, p < 0.05, \text{ges} = 0.16\] and time \[F(1.3,35.9) = 303.8, p < 0.0001, \text{ges} = 0.75\], and a Group x Time interaction \[F(1.3,35.9) = 15.38, p < 0.01, \text{ges} = 0.13\]. We found that the structure group had smaller IDE at the beginning of the exposure phase \[t(27.8) = 5.26, p^* < \]
0.0001, CI: (5.2,11.8)], but there was no difference at the midpoint or end of exposure (both p > 0.4). For RMSE in the right hand, we found main effects for group [F(1,28) = 6.27, p < 0.05, ges = 0.14] and time [F(1.36,38.2) = 273.0, p < 0.0001, ges = 0.74], and a significant Group x Time interaction [F(1.36,38.2) = 19.54, ges = 0.17]. Post-hoc t-tests show that the structure group had smaller RMSE than the control group at the beginning [t(27.9) = -4.3, p < 0.01, CI: (-10.5,-3.7)], but the groups did not differ significantly at the middle or end of exposure (both p > 0.4). This suggests that structural learning facilitates adaptation to a fixed perturbation belonging to the same structure in both feedforward and feedback processes, as evidenced by IDE and RMSE, respectively, and that this result is ephemeral. Visual inspection of IDE and RMSE in the right hand during the interference task (Figure 4-2) shows that the facilitated adaptation only lasts for roughly 30-40 trials.
Figure 4-2: Right hand Initial directional error (IDE) and root mean squared error (RMSE) – interference task. Data are shown for the exposure to a 40° rotation in hand feedback (blocks 5-18; each block contained 10 trials), followed by the post-exposure phase with veridical feedback. Control participants previously trained with veridical feedback, whereas the structure group previously trained with random rotations in hand feedback. Vertical dotted lines indicate timepoints for the mixed model ANOVA analysis. Participants in the structure group showed facilitated adaptation in both the feedforward (IDE) and feedback (RMSE) measures, and this result was localized to the first 30-40 trials of exposure.
Finally, we had participants take a short survey between the exposure and post-exposure phases to assay the extent to which they were using an explicit strategy to counter the perturbation in the right hand. The response that would indicate participants used an exclusively explicit strategy would be +40°, as this would represent the aiming direction that would perfectly counter the perturbation for both forward and backward reaches. The mean response for all participants was 3.8° with range (-46, 52). Figure 4-3 shows a count histogram for all responses to our survey; the distribution appears bimodal, with many responses near both +/- 25°. Additionally, there are several responses at or near zero. Finally, there appears to be no effect of movement direction (forward/backward) on responses, as the mean response for forward trials was 0.6° (standard deviation = 25.1) and 7° (standard deviation = 21.5) for backward trials.
Figure 4.3 - Self-report aiming angle. Count histogram of self-reported aiming angle of the right hand. Participants responded to a survey asking where they were “aiming with their right hand to get the cursor in the target.” The angle that would perfectly counter the perturbation would be +40°. Mean responses for both groups was 3.8° with a range of (-46°, 52°). Bin width is 5°.
4.3.2 Left, interfered-with hand

While participants were adapting to a rotation in hand feedback in the right hand, they were instructed to reach simultaneously with their left hand without visual feedback provided. This made the left hand susceptible to interference from the right, and interference would be reflected as a deviation from a straight-line path to the target. To measure feedforward interference, we calculated IDE and LFPV. For IDE in the left hand, there were no main effects for group or time, nor was there an interaction between these factors (all $p > 0.05$). For LFPV, there was a main effect of time [$F(1.6,45.4) = 9.0$, $p < 0.01$, ges = 0.07], but neither the main effect for group, nor the Group x Time interaction was significant (both $p > 0.05$). Our analyses of feedback interference, EDE and LFOFF, did not show main effects or interactions (all $p > 0.05$). Data are illustrated in Figure 4-4, and all analyses are presented in Table 4-1 for reference. On its face, these results might suggest structural learning and subsequent adaptation in the right hand has no impact on interference in the left hand. However, previous work has shown that interference is closely tied to the asymmetry of movement (Brunfeldt et al., in prep).
Table 4-1: Omnibus ANOVAs for left hand interference. Mixed model ANOVAs for left hand interference during exposure and post-exposure phases of the interference task. The Group factor refers to either control participants, who received veridical feedback during the training task, or structure participants, who received structural training during the training task. The Time factor refers to early (block 5), middle (block 12), and late (block 18) exposure, and blocks 19 and 22 for the post-exposure phase. * represents p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01
**Figure 4-4 - Left hand interference.** Interference measures are shown for both feedforward measures (IDE, LFPV; left column) and feedback measures (EDE, LFOFF; right column). Vertical dotted lines indicate the beginning, middle, and end of the exposure to a fixed 40° rotation in hand feedback for the right hand. While there was not a significant Group x Time interaction during exposure, analysis of the first 30 trials (blocks 5-7) show that participants in the structure group had greater interference than control participants.
Previous experiments investigating structural learning have shown that facilitated adaptation only briefly persists. That is, structurally trained participants will compensate for rotated movements more quickly than novice learners, but the two will produce similar movement after only 20-30 trials (Bond & Taylor, 2017; Braun et al., 2009a). In the current experiment, this would translate to the structure group producing more asymmetrical movements early, but not late during the exposure phase. It is possible that the two later timepoints (blocks 12 and 18), where we would not expect much difference between groups, may be washing out any group differences early in exposure. Additionally, in the right adapting hand, visual inspection of the learning curves presented in Figure 4-2 suggests facilitated adaptation only persists for roughly 30-40 trials. Therefore, we chose to perform two sample t-tests for the first 30 trials of the exposure phase for each outcome variable in the left hand. Participants in the structure group showed greater interference in both feedforward measures [IDE: \(t(67.4) = 2.52, p < 0.05, CI: (0.38,2.99)\); LFPV: \(t(67.3) = 2.86, p < 0.01, CI: (0.05,0.26)\)] and feedback measures [EDE: \(t(55.3) = 2.36, p < 0.05, CI: (0.34,4.14)\); LFOFF: \(t(58.3) = 2.46, p < 0.05, CI: (0.04,0.42)\)]. These results reinforce the finding that asymmetrical movements produce interference, and that the ephemeral nature of facilitated adaptation via structural learning produces greater interference early, but not late in adaptation.

To further investigate this result, and to see how interference develops over the extent of a reach, we introduced a force channel in approximately 20% of trials. This allowed us to measure the lateral force applied against the channel wall throughout each movement to obtain force time-series graphs. Figure 4-5 shows the lateral force time-series graphs for the first (top panel), middle (middle panel), and last (bottom panel) 30 trials during exposure. In the first half of the exposure phase, interference appears to be greater in the structure group in roughly the
first 50-60% of movement, but by the end of the reach, the two groups show similar levels of interference. By the end of the exposure phase, there is very little difference between groups. Additionally, the overall amount of interference appears to be smaller in both groups at the end of exposure compared to the earlier timepoints.
Figure 4-5 - Lateral force during force channel trials - left hand. In 20% of trials, there was a force channel applied to the left hand that constrained movement to a straight-line path to each target. Lateral force was measured at the robot manipulandum. Data were resampled and averaged for 6 consecutive channel trials for the first (top panel), middle (middle panel), and last (bottom panel) 30 trials of the exposure phase.
**4.4 Discussion**

The results of this study highlight two important features of adaptation and bimanual coordination. First, we lend support to previous findings that structural training facilitates adaptation both in feedforward and feedback processes. We extend this finding by showing that facilitated adaptation in the right hand during bimanual reaching, increases interference in the left, kinesthetically controlled hand. This greater interference in the left hand, due to the asymmetry of movement, is likely a function of neural crosstalk between the hemispheres, but the possibility that due to the unpredictability of sensory feedback during structural training, participants upregulate their sensitivity to feedback through optimal adaptive processes. Here we discuss the possible mechanistic and theoretical underpinnings of motor interference during bimanual coordination.

Facilitated adaptation via structural learning, indicated by reduced IDE and RMSE in the structure group in our experiment, suggests that previous exposure to random rotations in hand feedback improves both the feedforward and feedback processes. This result has been shown in previous work using structural training to both visuomotor and dynamic perturbation structures (Braun et al., 2009a), and extends these findings to show that this is true for bimanual tasks as well. This is perhaps not a surprise, as structural learning affords three main benefits as outlined by Braun et al. (Braun et al., 2009a). First, exposure to a fixed rotation belonging to the same structure as was trained previously, results in faster adaptation (structure-specific facilitation). In our experiment, participants in the structure group trained on random rotations in hand feedback ranging from -90° to +90° and were then exposed to a fixed 40° rotation. Since this fixed perturbation belongs to a class of visuomotor rotations, even though they had not experienced that specific rotation, they relied on a reduced parameter space to speed up adaptation. This
reduced parameter space constrains the search through all possible solutions to the perturbation along a structure learned in the training task. Second, structural learning protects against interference from tasks requiring conflicting control strategies, or structure-specific interference reduction. Please note, that ‘interference’ in this context refers to retro- and anterograde interference in memory consolidation, not motor interference during bimanual movements (Krakauer, 2005; Miall et al., 2004). Our results extend this finding by showing that during a bimanual task, where the two hands are required to perform two different reaches, we still show facilitated adaptation in the right hand. Finally, structural learning facilitates the learning of novel tasks belonging to the same structure by preferentially exploring along the previously learned structure, or structure-specific exploration. It has been shown that the planning and execution of bimanual tasks is not simply the application of two independent control policies, but rather bimanual actions are planned as a coordinative unit (Hughes & Franz, 2008). Therefore, one may consider our bimanual interference task employed here representing a new task belonging to the same structure experienced during training. We show that participants still show facilitated adaptation by exploring the same structure learned in the training task, despite the addition of a second effector.

From a theoretical perspective, structural learning has been modelled as an optimal adaptive controller, where the computational problem faced by the motor system is one of system identification. In motor control, the goal of system identification is to build or update an internal model that predicts the sensory consequences of movement (Shadmehr & Krakauer, 2008). In tasks with a fixed perturbation to feedback, there exists an internal model that best matches this prediction with the actual sensory feedback. Through parametric learning, the motor system identifies the combination of parameters that best counters this fixed perturbation. In
structural learning, because there is no one solution in the face of random perturbations, there exists an infinite number of combinations. However, if there is some invariant structure to the perturbations, say strictly visuomotor rotations, the motor system solves for a class of solutions all belonging to that structure. This would suggest that adaptive control principles, like those posited by optimal feedback control theory, could explain behavioral results from structural learning. Braun and colleagues designed a clever experiment where participants performed several thousand reaches with veridical feedback. However, on 20% of randomly selected trials, hand feedback was rotated by one of eight specific rotations. This allowed participants to develop structural knowledge of the perturbations and allowed the researchers to model online adaptive processes. They found that participants engaging in structural learning not only adapted the state estimation of the limb, needed for optimal control, but they also adapted to parameter estimation online (Braun et al., 2009b).

The import of this result for the current experiment is that structural learning conforms to OFCT. This theory suggests that once actual sensory feedback about movement is integrated with the predicted sensory consequences, the motor control system adjusts its sensitivity to either the prediction (for predictable environments) or feedback (for unpredictable environments) (Schwartz, 2016; Scott, 2004; Todorov & Jordan, 2002). Therefore, by training the structure group with random perturbations, we expected to see more interference due to upregulation of sensory feedback gains (Franklin et al., 2012). When we analyzed interference across the entire exposure phase, we did not see a difference between structural learners and control participants. However, when analyzing the first 30 trials, we show that interference was greater for the structure group in both the feedforward (IDE, LFPV) and feedback (EDE, LFOFF) measures. We chose to perform this analysis, despite there not being significant interaction effects, because
of two important factors. First, facilitated adaptation is ephemeral. Previous research shows that improvements in both feedforward and feedback processes only last on the order of 20-30 trials (Bond & Taylor, 2017; Braun et al., 2009b; Brunfeldt et al., *in prep*); and in our right hand IDE data presented here, we see a similar result for the first 30-40 trials. Additionally, Franklin and colleagues have shown that upregulation to sensory feedback gains are most prominent during early exposure to perturbations in feedback and is part of the adaptation process itself (Franklin et al., 2012, 2017). This interpretation is supported by our force channel data (Figure 4-5). We show the lateral force applied against the channel wall is elevated early, but not late in exposure. We propose that early in adaptation to a fixed perturbation, having previously trained on a structure of random visuomotor upregulates the motor system’s sensitivity to feedback gains. Since the participants in both groups are relying on primarily kinesthetic feedback to control the left hand, and perhaps structural learners are increasing this gain more than control participants, interference is increased because the two limbs share an internal model of state estimation. The second factor that led us to assay the early exposure period is that during this period, participants in the structure group are generating more asymmetrical movements than control participants. Literature on neural crosstalk suggests that voluntary contraction in one effector results in the involuntary contraction of the contralateral effector and is likely due to a release of interhemispheric inhibition (Cunningham, 2017; Meyer et al., 1995; Perez & Cohen, 2008; Stedman et al., 1998). Therefore, during roughly the first 30 trials of our experiment, participants in the structure group may be increasing the activation of muscles needed to adapt (and rotate) the right-hand trajectories, which in turn decreases inhibition of the contralateral muscles resulting in interference in the left hand. In fact, it has been previously shown that in bimanual interference tasks, participants systematically scaled interference in response to the force
demands for reaching (Walter & Swinnen, 1990; Brunfeldt et al., in review). The ephemeral nature of both facilitated adaptation (right hand) and increased interference (left hand) is predicted by the theoretical approach proffered by Braun et al. (Braun et al., 2009b, supplement). According to their interpretation, learning can be represented with a Bayesian network of input-output responses. In structural learning, the joint probability distribution reduces to a set of conditional probabilities linked by a meta-parameter. This reduces the dimensionality of parameter space by constraining input-output linkages to not to the full set of input-output pairings, but rather through the learning of the intermediary meta-parameter. Therefore, when participants are confronted with a novel perturbation belonging to the previously learned structure, they rely these prior probabilities, constrained to lower-dimensionality space, to speed up adaptation. However, this conceptual approach does not suggest improved overall adaptation, nor do empirical results shown in our experiments or by others (Bond & Taylor, 2017; Braun et al., 2009b; Brunfeldt et al., in prep). Taken together, our results suggest that interference is mediated by the asymmetry of movement, likely due to neural crosstalk, but is bolstered by the sharing of an internal representation of the sensorimotor mapping updated for an adapting hand and shared with the contralateral effector. Additionally, structure learning results in increased communication between the hemispheres in two main ways. First, facilitated adaptation increases the asymmetry of movement and secondly, it upregulates sensitivity to sensory feedback gains used for the adaptation to a novel environment.

Emerging research in motor control has suggested that participants adapt to perturbations by relying on both implicit and explicit learning processes (Mazzoni & Krakauer, 2006; Taylor et al., 2014). And in our experiment, interference may reflect the application of an explicit strategy learned for the right, adapting hand, and applied to the left, interfered with hand. To test
this possibility, we had participants indicate their aiming direction at the end of the exposure phase. We found that participants in both groups failed to reliably indicate the appropriate aiming direction that would counter the perturbation. The ‘ideal’ aiming direction would be +40°, but we found the mean response was +3.8° with a clear bimodal distribution with peaks centered around +/- 25° (see Figure 4-3). We expected to have participants report approximately +20° to +25°, as this would match the aiming directions reported in a similar (45° rotation) task used by Taylor et al. (Taylor et al., 2014). While many participants did report in this region, the peak in responses near -20° to -25° gives rise to two possibilities. First, participants in either group may not have relied on an explicit strategy, and perhaps participants in the structure group were unable to access explicit learning processes due to the random nature of rotations. This is unlikely the case, as it has been shown that both parametric and structural learning employs an explicit strategy (Bond & Taylor, 2017). The other possibility is that our survey of aiming was unclear to participants. We instructed them to indicate where they were “aiming with your right hand to get the cursor in the target.” Some participants may have misinterpreted this to mean where they thought the cursor was traveling when reaching towards a straight forward/backward target. This is more likely the case, as participants were only asked once to respond to aiming direction, whereas previous studies have responses for every rotated trial (Bond & Taylor, 2017; Taylor et al., 2014). Perhaps then, measuring the ‘explicit-ness’ of adaptation to a visuomotor rotation requires participants to be repeated exposed to, and most importantly learn, how to respond to a formally explicit task.

In this experiment, we show that structural learning leads to facilitated adaptation in a bimanual interference task. Following training to either veridical feedback or random rotations, participants who learned the structure of visuomotor perturbations adapted faster to a fixed
perturbation belonging to the same structure. Additionally, they had greater interference in the contralateral limb likely due to increased asymmetry of movement and an upregulation in sensory feedback gains. These two findings extend previous work in bimanual coordination to suggest that the communication of motor information between the hemispheres can be manipulated by the adaptation process. Future research should systematically explore the relationship between motor interference and sensory integration, particularly with respect to sensory reweighting, changes in cortical excitability and inhibition, and the sharing of explicit strategies for motor adaptation.
Bimanual coordination is a hallmark of human motor control, and understanding the theoretical underpinnings of coordinative actions provides insights into natural human behavior. The overall objective of this dissertation was to examine motor interference in healthy volunteers to provide readers with a basic science approach and interpretation of one important aspect of motor control. I approached this through three aims. In Aim 1, and extended the research previously done in our lab to use a more sophisticated testing apparatus which allowed us to systematically test the influence of task dynamics and adaptive processes on motor interference. In Aim 2, I was able to show structural adaptation generalizes to a contralateral effector and used this information to inform my third aim. Aim 3 combined the procedures used in the first two aims to investigate how manipulating the adaptation process can lead to increased communication between the hemispheres behaviorally recognized as interference. Together, these aims are linked mechanistically through discussion of neural crosstalk and theoretically through optimal feedback control theory. While each study was discussed in depth previously, this chapter will summarize the results and discuss the implications in totality. Finally, I will pose new avenues for future research, particularly in translational clinical neuroscience.

5.1 Aim 1: To determine the effect of manipulating dynamic feedback on a visuomotor interference task

When performing asymmetrical movements, the action of one limb can interfere with control of the other. This motor interference has been described in detail as stemming from the spatiotemporal task constraints (Swinnen, 2002). Previously in our lab, we have shown that while one hand adapts to a visuomotor perturbation, the other kinesthetically controlled hand is
involuntarily rotated (Kagerer, 2015, 2016b). Interestingly, this motor interference can be increased by increasing the resistance to movement (Walter & Swinnen, 1990). Therefore, I hypothesized that by adding a spring restoring force to both hands, while engaging in the interference task described in Kagerer’s work, there should be a systematic increase in interference with increasing spring loads. My results supported this hypothesis, and while our initial interpretation was that this is due to a shared sensorimotor representation between the limbs, it did not rule out the possibility that interference was increased due to neural crosstalk (Perez & Cohen, 2008). Therefore, I had a second experiment within Aim 1 that removed the adaptation component to the task. I found that interference was still present, and that greater force demands did increase interference; however, adaptation made this effect more robust. My interpretation is that interference is mediated by neural crosstalk, but that adaptation serves to bolster the underlying communication of motor information across the hemispheres. I sought to extend these findings by attempting to manipulate the adaptation process to affect interference. To do this, I required a proof-of-concept study to inform how best to design my final aim.

Therefore, I developed the second aim as follows.

5.2 **Aim 2: Structural learning generalizes across effectors**

In order to determine the best procedure for investigating the effect of adaptation on interference, I needed a way to manipulate the adaptation process to upregulate participants’ sensitivity to sensory feedback. Previous studies showed that adaptation to dynamic perturbations upregulated sensitivity to visual information (Franklin et al., 2012). Additionally, my Aim 1 study showed that visuomotor adaptation upregulated sensitivity to dynamic information. This led me to develop a task which overemphasizes the motor system’s sensitivity to feedback, and I used the concept of structural learning to do so. In practice, structural learning exposes participants to
random perturbations in feedback that all belong to the same ‘class’ or structure (Braun et al., 2009a). Participants are capable of learning the underlying structure to facilitate adaptation on tasks belonging to this structure. This would have the added benefit for my studies such that participants would be more reliant on feedback processes due to the random nature of perturbations, thus tuning the sensorimotor system to be more susceptible to interference, or so I hypothesized. But first, I had to determine if structural learning generalized to the contralateral effector. Intermanual transfer is the process of generalizing learning from one hand to the other (Joiner et al., 2013; Sainburg & Wang, 2002). I hypothesized that if participants who previously learned a structure of perturbations in one hand were given the opportunity to adapt to a fixed perturbation belonging to the same structure in the other hand, they would show facilitated adaptation in both the feedforward and feedback processes compared to novice learners. I showed that structural learning indeed transfers across the hands, and that this result was most prominent for feedback processes. This was an encouraging result in terms of our interference task. This informed us that structural learning was not only capable of facilitating adaptation but could be accessed by the other hand. I interpret interference arising from asymmetrical movements via neural crosstalk and that adaptation serves to bolster this communication. Therefore, by showing the contralateral effector can access facilitated adaptation by the contralateral hand, this led me to pursue structural learning as a potential mediating factor which could increase interference in my Aim 1 task.

5.3 Aim 3: To determine if facilitated adaptation increases interference

Given my interpretation of the first two aims, namely that interference is mediated by neural crosstalk, adaptation bolsters this effect, and that facilitated adaptation via structural learning is accessed by the contralateral effector, I chose to combine these two aims into a final experiment.
This experiment had participants first train either with veridical feedback or with structural training, immediately followed by our bimanual interference task. I hypothesized that structural training would serve to increase participants’ sensory feedback gains, and this would increase interference by the sharing of a common sensorimotor map updated for the right adapting hand and shared with the left hand. I show that interference was greater in the structure group compared to controls, particularly early in adaptation. This result supports the notion that neural crosstalk mediates interference via activation of homologous muscles due to asymmetric action (Cunningham, 2017; Perez & Cohen, 2009). I also show that interference is most prominent early in adaptation when the uncertainty of movement upregulates feedback gains (Franklin et al., 2012). Recently, several researchers have proposed that motor adaptation arises from both implicit and explicit learning (Taylor et al., 2014), and interference in our task may reflect the application of an explicit strategy. I asked participants to take a survey to assess the extent to which they used an explicit strategy to counter the perturbation in the right hand. Our results did not show a clear explicit component, but it may have been due to the design of our instrument. In the following section, I will address possible remedies to this limitation as well as a general discussion of the implications of this work and future avenues for translational applications.

5.4 Broader implications for basic science and translational motor control

Together, these studies provide contribute to the broader field of neuromotor control in several ways. First, these findings support the notion that interference in bimanual tasks is task dependent and extends to more complex movements such as goal-directed reaching. Much of the work on interference and bimanual coordination previously has limited tasks to continuous, cyclical movements such as hand waving or circle drawing (Haken et al., 1985; Kelso, 1984; Schöner, 1990). Additionally, much of the work on the transfer of motor information between
hemispheres focuses on tasks in which participants produce simple isometric contraction (Cunningham, 2017; Perez & Cohen, 2008, 2009). We extend these findings to show some of the same processes thought responsible for interference in those tasks may also play a role in a more complex, goal-directed movement. Namely, the process of neural crosstalk is one mechanism thought to mediate coactivation of homologous effectors during volitional movement in only one. An important feature of neural crosstalk is force scaling (Perez & Cohen, 2009; Walter & Swinnen, 1990), and I show in both experiments in Aim 1 that as the force demands for reaching increases, so too does interference. While this dissertation did not directly measure neural crosstalk, with technologies such as transcranial magnetic stimulation or electromyography, the behavioral results strongly suggest this process may mediate interference in the current tasks. One potential avenue for future work is to investigate changes to cortical excitability and inhibition in response to visuomotor adaptation tasks as has been shown before (Cirillo et al., 2011). This was previously attempted by me and others in the laboratory, with limited success. One major issue with that experiment was likely methodological problems with muscle selection and stimulation parameters, as well as limited interference due to low force demands for reaching. Therefore, the results from Aim 1 lend support for revisiting the investigation of direct measures of neural crosstalk using force dosing as outlined in this dissertation.

An important clinical application to this work, particularly with respect to neural crosstalk as a mechanism for interference, is the issue of learned non-use in post-stroke patients. Learned non-use is described as a maladaptive response in bimanual coordination following hemiparetic impairment following unilateral stroke (Taub et al., 2006). Essentially, patients with limited use of one upper extremity following stroke will learn to perform activities of daily living, typically done with either or both hands, with the less affected side. Over many weeks,
patients adapt to this coordination change, and over many years this behavior is learned such that improves are observed in clinical settings but not in the home setting (Andrews & Stewart, 1979). In fact, animal models of hemiparetic stroke have shown learned non-use is a function of decreased neural activation of the perilesional site due to interhemispheric projections from the non-affected hemisphere (Allred & Jones, 2008; Jones, 2014). Interestingly, bimanual training protocols in humans shows a protective effect against learned non-use, and may provide increased benefits over unimanual training alone (Kantak et al., 2016, 2017). Therefore, bimanual training tasks like the one used in this dissertation may provide benefits for individuals rehabilitating during the acute post-stroke phase. Combining my force-dosing behavioral results with those indicating changes to motor cortex excitability scale with force, one could conceive of a training task that systematically varies the force demands for reaching in a bimanual rehabilitative strategy. Moreover, results from Aims 1 and 3 suggest that adding an adaptive component to at least one limb may improve this protective effect by increasing motor communication between hemispheres.

An important extension of previous research, supported by findings from Aims 2 and 3, is that structural learning generalizes to and influence the control of the contralateral limb. This is not too surprising as theoretical arguments for structural learning confers three major structure-specific benefits to the learner: facilitation, interference reduction (please note this ‘interference’ refers to conflicts of motor consolidation, not asymmetrical movement interference (Krakauer, 2005)), and exploration (Braun et al., 2009a). Results from this dissertation show structure-specific facilitation for bimanual movements where one might expect adaptation would be impeded by conflicting control strategies. Additionally, participants explore along a previously learned structure to counter a fixed perturbation in the contralateral limb. This extends previous
work that shows parametric motor adaptation generalizes across workspaces and limbs (Sainburg & Wang, 2002; Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Wang & Sainburg, 2004). An important concern raised in Aim 2 and was addressed, with limited success, in Aim 3 is the possibility that a significant amount of the learning that occurred was explicitly strategized (Mazzoni & Krakauer, 2006; Taylor et al., 2014). In fact, Bond and Taylor show that during structural learning, participants use primarily an explicit strategy to learn the structure. To address this, in Aim 3 I asked participants to indicate where they were aiming with their right hands to get the cursor in the target. This was similar to the procedure used in previous work with a few major differences. First, the survey was only administered once per target direction at the end of the exposure phase. In the works cited above, participants are asked on every trial to indicate their reaching direction. This repeated exposure to the use of an explicit strategy may drive an explicit learning process not naturally used to counter a motor perturbation. Secondly, these previous studies used the same workspace as the motor task to administer the test, whereas here I used a separate sheet of paper. Although the pages were placed in the same general location as the motor task workspace, some participants may not have been able to respond accurately due to changing task constraints. For future use of the task developed in Aim 3, the latter fix is simple – one can make a digital version of the survey akin to previous work (Taylor et al., 2014). As for the former, one could devise a study to systematically test the extent to which reporting of an explicit strategy during motor adaptation is a function of exposure to an explicit task.

5.5 Summary

The experiments conducted for this dissertation aimed to extend our knowledge of bimanual coordination in the context of adaptive approaches to motor interference. In two experiments, Aim 1 showed that motor interference is likely mediated by neural crosstalk, but that adaptation
make this communication more robust through an optimization of sensory feedback gains shared between effectors. In Aim 2, I show that learning the structure of perturbations generalizes to the contralateral limb, and that while feedforward processes do transfer, feedback processes are primarily affected. This is likely a result of the unpredictability of the sensorimotor environment, and in response, the motor system down-regulates predictive control in favor of feedback control. Finally, in Aim 3, I show that structural learning can facilitate adaptation in a bimanual task, and motor interference is increased in response to this facilitated adaptation. These studies extend the current understanding of bimanual coordination by investigating potential mechanisms for bimanual coupling during goal-directed reaching and to more fully describe the effect of adaptation on motor interference in the context of well-established theories of neuromotor control.
APPENDIX
Place an “X” on the circle at the location where you were aiming with your hand to get the cursor in the target for a forward movement.
Place an “X” on the circle at the location where you were aiming with your hand to get the cursor in the target for a backward movement.
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